Town of Hinton
Regular Meeting of Council
AGENDA
Tuesday, June 17, 2014 - 5:00 PM
Council Chambers, Hinton Government Centre
2nd Floor, 131 Civic Centre Road
Hinton, Alberta
TOWN COUNCIL MISSION
Council serves the interests of our citizens
to enable our community to reach full potential.
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Deputy Mayor Glen Barrow for
His Worship Rob Mackin
Mayor of Hinton Alberta
Requests the pleasure of your company at the
BRONZE Certificate and Pin Ceremony to be held at
Government Centre
131 Civic Centre Road Hinton AB

Tuesday June 17, 2014

4:00 Entertainment and delivery of nametags
Program to begin at 5:00 in the afternoon
Photographs and Reception to follow in foyer
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Arrival Time : Award Recipients are encouraged to arrive at the Government
Center at 4:00 to receive their nametags and a short briefing on proper etiquette.
Guests: Each participant in entitled to bring their family and two friends.
Dress: Ladies may wear conservative business casual. Men may wear conservative
business casual with or without tie. Jeans are not appropriate. Participants of
uniformed groups are encouraged to wear official and complete uniforms but NOT
hats or caps. Award brooch, pin or uniform badge should be worn and the wearing of
decoration is optional.
Forms of Address: In conversation with the Deputy Mayor, you may address him as
as “Sir” or “Deputy Mayor Barrow”.
Photography: An official photographer will take a photo of each achiever as their
award is presented. The photographs will be posted through a link on the Hinton
Duke of Edinburgh Facebook Page. You are encouraged to ‘Like’ us on
Facebook.
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TOWN OF HINTON
STANDING COMMITTEE of Council Meeting
May 27, 2014
PRESENT:

ABSENT:
SECETARY:
ALSO PRESENT:

Mayor Rob Mackin (by phone), Deputy Mayor Glen Barrow
Councillors Dale Currie, Ryan Maguhn, Stuart Taylor, Matthew Young,
Marcel Michaels
N/A
Lil Wallace - Executive Assistant
Bernie Kreiner - Town Manager
Denise Parent - Director of Corporate Services

______________________________________________________________________
ORDER
Deputy Mayor Glen Barrow called the Standing Committee Meeting to order. The time was
4:02 p.m.
ADOPTION OF AGENDA
Councillor Stuart Taylor requested an item be added to the agenda (discussion on CEAC
meeting). The consensus, after discussion, was that this will be discussed at the next
regular council meeting and not at this time.
Mayor Rob Mackin requested an item be added to the agenda (short term economic tactics).
There was consensus to accept the Standing Committee Meeting Agenda of May 27, 2014
as amended with the addition of the mayor’s item.
ACTION AND DISCUSSION ITEMS

Refer to the Standing Committee Meeting Agenda package for May 27, 2014 for
detailed background information on these decisions.

Burn Building Capital Project & Training Facility Strategic Item
Administration advised this item was “yellowed” in the 2014 capital budget (which means it
requires council’s specific approval). This addition is primarily to train our firefighters as the
building codes are changing. Secondly, this can also turn into a revenue-producing facility as
there have been enquiries about using it. Bringing revenue in now will help towards creating a
foundation for a larger training facility in the future.
There was consensus to bring the live fire training burn building 2014 capital project
forward to Regular Council for decision (proceed, postpone, eliminate).
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Ladder 23 Truck - Affirm Direction
Council was advised that the previous council had made a long-term decision, based on the
criteria of the time, to purchase a 115 ft. articulating boom platform truck by the following motion
made August 20, 2013:
J. MACRIDIS - That Administration proceed with the purchasing of an articulating
boom platform ladder truck for delivery in 2015.
Carried
.After discussion, Councillor Ryan Maguhn gave the following notice to revisit the motion of
August 20, 2013:
Bring back to Regular Council the Replace Options for existing apparatus with a
much newer, but used apparatus (2006 or newer).
There was unanimous consent to Councillor Maguhn’s notice.

Funding Fire Reserve
Administration advised that:



Fire/Rescue apparatus replacement reserve is a mute point now because of consensus
just made on Councillor Maguhn’s notice.
Reserve Approach for Multi-Year Budgets: work is starting on preparation of the long
term capital plan.

There was consensus (with the exception of Councillor Stuart Taylor who abstained) that
Council gives direction to Administration the ability to run individual reserves in the
deficit position provided the overall reserve balance remains in the surplus position.
Councillor Stuart Taylor abstained from giving consensus as he stated (1) he did not
have enough information to do so and (2) that he was not required to do so in a Standing
Committee meeting but that he has to do so in Regular Council meetings.
Hinton’s Housing Work Plan 2014-2017
Council reviewed the revised draft housing work plan presented and provided Administration
with the changes they would like to see in the draft. When reviewing page 8 of the plan (page
19 of 42 in the agenda package) under the Targets listed, Council raised the question of the
funding to Habitat for Humanity motion that Council had previously made on December 17,
2013, which reads:
D. CURRIE - That Council support Habitat for Humanity Edmonton's request for
support to build perpetually affordable market ownership homes at 234 Baker
Street, or other suitable locations, to a maximum of $50,000 per unit to a maximum
of 14 units.
Carried
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Council discussed that the Habitat funding decision should be revisited because there was no
timeline bound to that motion and the suggestion was that it should not be left open-ended.
Councillor Stuart Taylor gave the following notice to revisit the motion of December 17, 2013:
Council to discuss the Habitat $700,000 funding to come to a Standing Committee
meeting in light of the final Baker Street plan.
There was unanimous consent to Councillor Taylor’s notice.
Four members of the audience then individually (Greg Hall, Marcel Dery, JoAnn Race and Arif
Khan) gave their opinions as to the draft housing plan. One member of the audience (Don
Landry) chose not to present his opinions.
There was consensus to accept the report as information.
Tactical Economic Strategy
The Mayor advised he has had conversations at the provincial level where it was suggested that
Hinton develop a tactical economic development strategy targeted at technology/software
companies. If Hinton were to develop a plan we could be connected to possible businesses
through the Alberta trade offices around the globe. He further told Council this could be a great
opportunity for Hinton and was seeking their consensus to give Administration direction.
There was unanimous consensus to direct Administration to come back to council within
two months with tactical economic strategy focused on technology opportunities.
Infill and Substandard Lands - Conceptual Review of Goals and Options
Because the meeting is taking longer than anticipated, the consensus is to refer this item
to the next Standing Committee meeting, being June 10, 2014.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Urgent Matters from Council and Town Manager
Bernie Kreiner, Town Manager, advised Council:
 he is working with Alberta Transportation on a vicinity agreement for the existing
highway through town;
 Fire Smarting is following a broad plan; getting some reaction from some individuals;
the goal is still to create a fire-smart element, according to long term plan council
previously adopted.
Executive Assistant Logistics Information
Upcoming events logistics were discussed.
IN CAMERA (if necessary)
M. MICHAELS - That Standing Committee move in camera.
Carried
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The time was 6:50 p.m. The Deputy Mayor then called for a short recess and the meeting
reconvened at 6:56 p.m.
M. YOUNG – That the meeting extend past three hours.
Carried
The time was 6:56 p.m.
R. MAGUHN - That Standing Committee revert to regular session.
Carried
The time was 7:40 p.m.

ADJOURNMENT
D. CURRIE - That Standing Committee Meeting of Council adjourn.

Carried
The time was 7:41p.m.

Deputy Mayor

Director of Corporate Services
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TOWN OF HINTON
Standing Committee Meeting
June 10, 2014
PRESENT:
ABSENT:
SECETARY:
ALSO PRESENT:

Mayor Rob Mackin, Deputy Mayor Glen Barrow, Councillors Ryan
Maguhn, Marcel Michaels, Stuart Taylor, Dale Currie and Matthew Young
N/A
Rhonda West – Legislative & Administrative Services Coordinator
Bernie Kreiner - Town Manager
Denise Parent - Director of Corporate Services
Laura Howarth – Director of Community & Protective Services
Mike Schwirtz – Director of Infrastructure Services

ORDER
Deputy Mayor Glen Barrow called the Standing Committee Meeting to order. The time was 4:00
p.m.
A moment of silence was taken to remember the three fallen RCMP officers from Moncton,
Newbrunswick.
ADOPTION OF AGENDA
There was consensus to accept the Standing Committee Meeting Agenda of June 10, 2014
as presented and to provide for extra time for Action Item #5.
ACTION ITEMS

Refer to the Standing Committee Meeting Agenda package for June 10, 2014 for
detailed background information on these decisions.
Break-A-Leg Theatre Arts – Hinton ACT Centre Project
Maureen Wood-Engerdahl and Sue Giebert from Break-A-Leg Theatre Arts (BAL) spoke to council
about the Hinton ACT Centre Project. Council reviewed the draft BAL business plan with the
group. Operational and construction budgets have been submitted to the Town.
BAL provided the following information:
 Hinton Centre – not prepared to have another makeshift facility as an interim facility and
asked if Council has done a sustainable model for a retrofit to the Hinton Centre; any new
ideas or options relating to the Hinton Centre for the group would have to be brought before
the BAL board for discussion. The group did not want a new facility to take away from the
large space activities that the Hinton Centre is currently being used for. If there is a
sustainable business model for the Hinton Centre then the board could have a look at it and
determine if it is an acceptable route for the group. Want the town to support a balanced
model and move forward. The group stated that it would cost more on making it worthwhile
for a theatre than a new stand alone building; don’t use money to renovate the building
(HC); renovation budget would be unknown when you start;
 In the event that BAL was to fold, the building would go up for sale;
 Amount to be fundraised is $7 million and hope to raise those funds in the next 1.5 years;
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The group has raised $10,000 to date and has no commitment from any donors at this
point. The group is approaching the Town first for their commitment as this will make it
easier for others to come on board knowing that the town is committed to the project;
Looking at hiring a professional fundraising coordinator as the group does not have the
time or the expertise to coordinate major fundraising;
The group has put people in place that have construction experience and have had many
discussions with professionals in the theatre industry. Also have people in place that have
management and budget control experience;
Surplus from the two screen operation would be considered contingency for operations.
The group has no plan to come back to council for more funding. They have not
approached financial institutions regarding funding;
Looking for town support before proceeding any further;
The taxpayers are asking for it and are missing out for not having it;
Need to show town has put up 1.1 million in tangible assets for the project; grant process
would stall if Town doesn’t support the project;

Council’s comments were as follows:
 Cost of the new facility – perhaps start on a smaller scale with lower costs;
 Concern on the financial viability of the project and assurance that future costs will not fall
on to the taxpayer;
 Dauphin and Merritt and most recent communities doing something similar. Merritt has a 4screen theatre with performing arts facility at a cost of $4 million. Is the group being
reasonable and rational in what they want to build? Encouraged the group to find
synergies, explore options seriously for the sake of the taxpayer and volunteers;
 Concern about sponsor burnout;
 Is there an option for the Town to provide a letter of support with a hard time limit (ie. 24
months) with the expectation that you fundraise your capital within that time;
 Hearing from people that they want a theatre but don’t want the Town to put money into a
cinema;
 Would like to help the group without the town committing anything financially as this would
allow the people to vote with their wallets;
 Is there willingness from the group to partner and work together and build the facility onto
the Hinton Centre; interest from council on a shared use facility (Hinton Centre).
There was consensus that Council direct Mayor Mackin to communicate to the BAL board
council’s desire to investigate collaboratively the feasibility of sharing the Hinton Centre
facility for the purposes of a performing arts centre and cinema no later than June 22, 2014.
Performing Arts Facility Update
Laura Howarth, Director of Community & Protective Services provided council with an update on
the performing arts facility. Several attempts have been made to keep idea alive and still
significant interest in the community. No interest for a business to come and open/run a cinema in
town. Hinton Training Centre will be building a 200-seat lecture theatre. Some performance is
possible but there will not be a lot of staging area.
There was conscensus to accept the report for information.
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Infill and Substandard Lands – Conceptual Review of Goals and Options
Bernie Kreiner, Town Manager, spoke about these two complex issues with council. Do not want
to set up an expectation of a solution. Everyone has their own reason for an infill not filling.
Situations are very distinct and unique.
There was consensus on the following:




Remove the option re penalize thru higher tax rate
Proceed with remaining options for infill and lots with sub-standard services with an
emphasis on discussion/follow-up with all property owners individually
Report back to council on feedback received from lot owners

Review of Community Futures West Yellowhead (CFWY) Board Structure
Councillor Young had asked that this item be placed on the agenda. The AGM for CFWY is
scheduled for June 19, 2014. Membership currently consists of 5 municipalities with two members
from each municipality. A proposed change to membership is each member municipality shall have
two Directors appointed. A member may elect to appoint both directors, or may elect to appoint only 1
of the 2 directors. In this circumstance the already appointed directors shall be at liberty to appoint the
second director from the member’s municipality.
There was consensus to support the proposed changes to the membership of CFWY.
Mobile Device/Bring Your Own Device Usage Policy #097
Denise Parent, Director of Corporate Services, provided council with a revised draft policy as
directed at the Regular Council meeting of May 23, 2014. The purpose of the policy is to protect
Town data and ensure procedures are in place. Councillor Maguhn distributed a fact sheet –
“Privacy in the Workplace” (marked as Attachment #1 to the minutes) for council’s review and
noted paragraph 4.1a) of the policy arguing that people should have privacy in the workplace.
There was consensus to add the following sentence to paragraph 4.1a): Town employees
who choose to use Town issued devices consent to explicit, limited and justified
collections, uses and disclosures of their personal information.
There was consensus that, if the above amendment is approved in Policy #097, then to
bring Policy #001 being the Electronic Network Policy into alignment.
Town Board & Committee Membership Update
Rhonda West, Legislative & Administrative Services Coordinator, provided council with a reminder
that there are number of vacancies coming up on various Town boards and committees and
encouraged council members to speak to members of the community and encourage them to
apply.
There was consensus to accept the report for information.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Urgent Matters from Council and Town Manager
Councillor Taylor requested clarification on the Electronic Network Policy #001 with respect to
forwarding information relating to a political party’s fundraising event. Town Manager, Bernie
Kreiner, advised council that it is Administration’s job to manage and implement the Electronic
Network Policy #001 and that he would consider the question and report back to council on
clarification of interpretation.
Councillor Currie has received more complaints regarding crack filling of streets and inquired if a
different method can be used? Mike Schwirtz, Director of Infrastructure Services, replied that the
majority of municipalities are using the same method as Hinton due to its cost effectiveness and
means to prolong the life of the road.
There was consensus to direct Administration to place an ad in the newspaper for next year
to bring more awareness to citizens as to the timing and process of crack sealing.
Town Manager, Bernie Kreiner, reminded council on the following:
 If a matter relates to a policy or service level concern – bring the matter through to regular
council;
 If the issue is an administrative or technical matter – refer to the Town Manager or
responsible Director;
 Issues that fall somewhere in the middle give the Town Manager a call to find out where it
falls.
Councillor Currie noted that he will be away July 1 to the 15, 2014. Councillor Maguhn noted that
he will be away on holidays in July.
There was consensus that Council review Council’s clothing allowance credit of $125 at the
next regular meeting of council.
Executive Assistant Logistics Information
Rhonda West brought awareness to council regarding the conflicting notices put forward by two
members of council regarding the Habitat for Humanity matter. She noted that Councillor Taylor
gave notice at the May 27, 2014 Standing Committee meeting “to discuss the Habitat $700,000
funding to come to a Standing Committee meeting in light of the final Baker Street plan.”
Councillor Young gave notice at the June 3, 2014 Regular Meeting of Council “…to revisit the
decision of Council on December 17, 2013 respecting Habitat for Humanity.” She noted that
Councillor Young’s motion would have been out of order as notice had already been provided to
discuss the same matter.
Rhonda West further reviewed with council the format and process for standing committee
meetings of council whereby no decisions are formally made by council at standing committee
meetings. Items are either sent back to administration for further information or moved forward to
the regular meeting of council for formal review and decision making.
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IN CAMERA
TAYLOR - That the Standing Committee meeting move in camera.
Carried
The time was 6:52 p.m.
YOUNG – That the time for the Standing Committee meeting be extended.
Carried
The time was 7:00 p.m.
MICHAELS - That the Standing Committee meeting revert to regular session.
Carried
The time was 7:07 p.m.
There was consensus that Mayor Mackin begin work on reviewing and re-branding the
Town of Hinton’s website with Denise Parent and bring back to council for further review.
ADJOURNMENT
MACKIN - That Standing Committee Meeting of Council adjourn.
Carried
The time was 7:09 p.m.
_______________________________
Deputy Mayor

_______________________________
Director of Corporate Services
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TOWN OF HINTON
Regular Council Meeting
June 3, 2014
PRESENT:

Mayor Rob Mackin, Councilors Dale Currie, Ryan Maguhn, Stuart
Taylor, Glen Barrow, Matthew Young

ABSENT:

Councillor Marcel Michaels

SECRETARY:
ALSO PRESENT:

Rhonda West – Legislative & Administrative Services Coordinator
Bernie Kreiner - Town Manager
Denise Parent - Director of Corporate Services
Mike Schwirtz – Director of Infrastructure Services
Laura Howarth – Director of Community & Protective Services

ORDER
Mayor Rob Mackin called the Regular Council meeting to order. The time was 5:00 p.m.
ADOPTION OF AGENDA
CURRIE- That the agenda of the Regular Council Meeting held June 3, 2014 be adopted
as presented.
Carried
CITIZENS "MINUTE WITH COUNCIL"
Holly LaRochelle, Recreation Coordinator for the Town of Hinton, advised Council that June is
Recreation and Parks Month and issued a challenge to council and citizens to get walking and
start tracking your steps each day. Please visit www.uwalk.ca for more information. There will
be guided walks every day starting at 6 am. Many different types of walks (ie. Walk with a
doctor, walk with your dog etc.). Walking kits are available at the library.
DELEGATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
Duke of Edinburgh Award Program Information
Deanna Alford with the local RCMP spoke to Council about the Duke of Edinburgh Award
Program. This international program has been around for 50 years and 2013 was the first year
of the program in Hinton. Please visit http://www.dukeofed.org/ab for more information.
Community Engagement & Accountability Committee
Garth Griffiths, Chairman of the Community Engagement & Accountability Committee (CEAC)
provided Council with the history of CEAC, reviewed their mandate, outlined recent
achievements and the committee’s next steps.
Break-A-Leg Theatre
Maureen Wood-Engerdahl and Sue Guebert, representing the Break-A-Leg (BAL) Theatre
group, spoke to council about the Hinton ACT (Arts, Cinema, Theatre) Centre Project. They
indicated that a need and community support for the centre has been identified. The group has
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developed a business plan which was submitted to Council. BAL is asking Town Council to
provide support and partnership in the project demonstrated by providing the following:






Letter of support for project
Taxable receipts for funders that donate to the project
The Provincial CFIP grant of $1,000,000
Remaining insurance proceeds and any equipment purchased with the insurance
proceeds to be allocated into the facility
Land lease with the Town for $1.00 per year.

BAL intends to raise the money before shovels go into ground. Rental revenues and cinema
revenues would be used to enhance the facility, develop community arts grants and funding
within the community and any monies generated from operational budget would be turned back
into community projects.
In response to questions, BAL representatives responded:
 BAL basic mandate is to provide quality theatrical experiences; they do have
connections with most if not all cultural groups in Hinton and have taken into
consideration needs and wants list of user groups (produced after fire); want it to be
accessible, affordable and adaptable so that most user groups can utilize it; there will be
an opportunity for each cultural group to present their feedback and BAL will be meeting
with stakeholders;
 Location – BAL didn’t look at a number of specific locations; identified site is along the
learning and leisure corridor and is accessible for majority of citizens with a central
location;
 Timeline for fundraising - capital fundraising will take place from June 2014 to December
2015;
 BAL was aware of the P3 negotiations BAL had the information that council and the
general public had;
 Fundraising - $972,500 needed in community fundraising; corporate sponsorships would
be part of the $800,000;
 Council would be providing funds for the performing arts portion not the theatre cinema;
 BAL looked at the community centre, a retrofit to old IGA building and a new build as
possible options;
 BAL is primarily dinner theatre production so can’t do training centre as not set up for
dinner theatre; community centre is not an option as BAL needs to own and operate the
building to have flexibility of the project and to have corporations and industry get behind
the project; BAL investigated stand alone; if BAL didn’t have to maintain or operate or
staff a stand alone facility then could step in and utilize it; two screens provides day to
day operational revenue;
 Have been in conversation with Jasper theatre owner ;
 How much hard funding committed by other orgs? Nothing. Just what BAL has
currently raised; a letter of support is required by province to utilize $1,000,000 grant;
 Who would be the owner? If BAL was to fold any assets that it held would be liquidated
or sold and/or if the building is on town land that is leased that asset would go back to
the town as landowner;
 Any indication from the Province to extend the deadline for the grant? Minister Klimchuk
says yes;
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Longevity of the facility – BAL sees it as an opportunity to grow, develop and enlarge
arts community; not as a stagnant building; educational opportunity; received huge
support from school divisions; like to engage in youth programming; opportunities for
post-secondary; festivals, workshops;
Intend to have first run movies;
BAL will continue to oversee the facility;
Will BAL be approaching the Town for future contributions? No do not plan on coming
back to the Town for further funding; lots of funding opportunities out there; quality of life
for specific projects perhaps.

TAYLOR – That the Hinton ACT Centre Project proposed by the Break-A-Leg group be
referred to the Standing Committee meeting of June 10, 2014 for discussion.
Carried
COUNCIL MINUTES FOR ADOPTION
1. Standing Committee of Council Minutes – May 13, 2014
2. Regular Meeting of Council Minutes – May 20, 2014
CURRIE - That the Minutes listed above be approved as presented.
Carried
ACTION ITEMS

Refer to the Regular Council Meeting Agenda package for June 3, 2014 for
detailed background information on these decisions.
1. CEAC / Council Model
Laura Howarth, Director of Community & Protective Services, presented Council with a
Council/CEAC Collaborative Model for review. The purpose of the model is to provide a simple
point of contact for support and/or further connection.
YOUNG - That Council support the concept of the Council/CEAC Collaborative Model
(Attachment #1).
Carried
CURRIE - That the following Councillors be assigned to the Council/CEAC Collaborative
Model listening groups to the 2014 Organizational Meeting of Council:
Recreation & Culture
Natural & Built Environments
Education, Wellness & Social Supports
Local Economy
Governance & Partnerships

Councillor Dale Currie
Councillor Stuart Taylor
Councillor Ryan Maguhn
Councillor Matthew Young and/or Councillor
Glen Barrow
Mayor Rob Mackin and/or Councillor Marcel
Michaels
Carried
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2. Award of Innovista Phase II and III Construction Contract
Wendy Jones, Capital Projects and Construction Manager, presented a report to Council on the
tendering of the Phase II and III water servicing at Innovista. Water servicing is required under
the terms of the sale of Phase II and III at Innovista.
YOUNG - That Council move the project called Innovista II and III Construction as
identified on lines 64 and 65 in the 2014 Capital Budget from “conceptual” to “approved
project” status (budgeted amount is $4,659,440.00).
Carried
BARROW - That Council award the tender received for Innovista Eco-Industrial Park
dated April 30, 2014 that closed on May 27, 2014 to PSA Construction Inc. in the amount
of $2,972,257.80.
Carried
3. Award of Switzer Drive Phase IV(b) Construction Contract
Wendy Jones, Capital Projects and Construction Manager, reported to Council on the tendering
process for the Switzer Drive Phase IV(b) project. The work will provide for two lanes on the
north side, the pedestrian walkway/multipurpose trail on the south side, maximizes the
Resource Road Program grant, ensures future ultimate design standards and minimizes
additional engineering costs.
MAGUHN - That Council move the project called Switzer Drive Phase IV(B) Road and
Utility Upgrades as identified on lines 60 and 62 in the 2014 Capital Budget from
“conceptual” to “approved project” status (budgeted amount is $7,220,000.00).
Carried
BARROW - That Council award the tender for the Switzer Drive Reconstruction 2014
Joblin Street to Drinnan Way dated April 14, 2014 that closed on May 27, 2014 to Border
Paving Limited in the amount of $6,437,025.57.
Carried
4. Live Fire Training Burn Building
Laura Howarth, Director of Community & Protective Services, asked Council to move the Live
Fire Training Burn Building from “conceptual” to “approved project” status under the 2014
Capital Budget. The addition to the facility will allow Hinton and area fire departments to train
and practice locally for fire/rescues under conditions that parallel real environments within the
community and service area.
BARROW - That the Live Fire Training Burn Building identified on line 43 in the 2014
Capital Budget move from “conceptual” to “approved project” status.
Carried
5. Capital Funding Office Furnishings
Mike Schwirtz, Director of Infrastructure Services, requested that Council approve $11,000 in
funding from the Capital Reserve to purchase office furnishings for three additional offices at the
Guild. Two of the offices will be used by the Maintenance Services Supervisor and the
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Infrastructure Services Technology Assistant and the third will be the hub for the Ajah online
services (an organization dedicated to streamlining the fundraising process for not for profit
groups).
TAYLOR - That Council approves the $11,000 requested from the Capital Reserve, item
27 in the 2014 Capital Budget, for the purchase of office furnishings for three additional
offices at the Guild.
Carried
6. Notice to Revisit and Rescind Motion re Ladder 23 Truck
Councillor Maguhn provided notice at the Standing Committee meeting of May 27, 2014 to
revisit the motion of August 20, 2013: that Administration proceed with the purchasing of an
articulating boom platform ladder truck for delivery in 2015.
MAGUHN - That Council reconsider the resolution dated August 20, 2013 respecting
purchasing of an articulating boom platform ladder truck for delivery in 2015.
Carried
Councillor Maguhn provided Council with reasons why he wanted this matter revisited indicating
that since the August 20, 2013, new information has been provided by the Acting Fire Chief with
respect to other options that are available in replacing the existing apparatus that offer
significant cost savings.
MAGUHN - That the resolution dated August 20, 2013 respecting purchasing of an
articulating boom platform ladder truck for delivery in 2015 be rescinded.
Carried
MAGUHN - That Administration bring back to Council options to replace existing
apparatus with a much newer (2006 or newer), but used, apparatus.
Carried
7. Highway 16 Functional Planning Study
Town Manager, Bernie Kreiner, presented a report to Council indicating that the Province,
through their consultants, has undertaken public feedback and workshops at key points in the
study and worked to address those issues in consideration of the overall best interests of
Highway 16 users and the neighbourhoods affected. At the request of the consultants to
Alberta Transportation and Utilities, Town Council is being asked to provide a letter of support to
the Highway 16 Functional Planning Study.
YOUNG - That Town Council approve providing a letter of support to Alberta
Transportation and Utilities on the Highway 16 Functional Planning Study (from Jasper
Park gates to Highway 40) identifying some disappointment that non-motorized
transportation planning/routing was not well addressed and should be moving forward.
Carried
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INFORMATION ITEMS
1. Council Information Package #1 - previously circulated May 21, 2014
2. Council Information Package #2 - previously circulated May 28, 2014
YOUNG - That Council Information Packages #1 and #2 be accepted for information.
Carried
REPORTS FROM MAYOR, COUNCIL, TOWN MANAGER
1. Council Reporting (Training/Conferences/CEAC, Listening Teams, All Other Committees)
Councillor Matthew Young reported:
 Attended the meeting with West River Road residents – great meeting
 Attended Community Futures West Yellowhead Board Meeting – AGM is coming up
 Art in Foyer – great way to use the space and would like to see it extended to the Hinton
Centre
 Senior’s Breakfast was a great kickoff to Senior’s week
YOUNG – That Council review the board structure of Community Futures West
Yellowhead at the next Standing Committee meeting.
Carried
Councillor Young provided Council with notice of his intention to revisit the decision of
Council on December 17, 2013 respecting Habitat for Humanity.
Councillor Dale Currie reported:
 Thanked Dairy Queen management for putting on the breakfast for the seniors
 Reminded everyone that it is Seniors Week this week
 Thanked administration for good organization of the meeting with West River Road
citizens
 Has received comments about crack filling methods
 Appreciated the information on Firesmart program
 Has received concerns regarding tilting section of the boardwalk and the concern for
people in wheelchairs; Administration indicated the boardwalk is the Town’s
responsibility to repair; Repairs will be done this summer
Councillor Glen Barrow reported:
 Attended the meeting with West River Road residents
 Reiterated Beaver boardwalk concerns and assured planning for long term replacement
in place
 Attended the dance finale for the Hinton School of Dance – an extraordinary event
 Reminded everyone of Family Safety night tomorrow night
 Congratulations to a new business in town – Robyn West of Bateman West Consulting is
providing HR consulting services; congratulations and good luck in your new business
Councillor Ryan Maguhn reported:
 Attended Prom on May 23rd for Gerard Redmond; great event; thanks to the town for the
support
Initial
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Toured the water treatment plant; great experience and instilled a great worry about the
capital and operational costs incurred when transition occurs
Reminded everyone of the Kick It to the Curb event on June 21st and 22nd; put unwanted
items on the curbside and have items marked free
Congratulations to Carol Lukasiewich on achieving her Certificate in Applied Land Use
Planning from the University of Alberta

Councillor Stuart Taylor reported:
 Attended the pancake breakfast for seniors
 Attended the sod turning event for Habitat for Humanity; nice to see quick development
on the project
 Good uptake for Kick It to the Curb and there will be a meeting next week
 Toured water treatment plant; impressed with how well the system and partnership has
worked with West Fraser over the years
Mayor Rob Mackin reported:
 Appreciates the work of the MDP committee; there will be public engagement
opportunities coming in the fall
 Thanked citizens for emails on the Kick It to the Curb program
 Returned from attending the FCM conference; good sessions on rail safety, disaster
recovery, participatory budgeting and energizing small business in the community
 Reminded everyone of the Canadian Tire Mayors Charity Golf Tournament coming up
2. Town Manager Report
Town Manager Bernie Kreiner reported:
 Couch surfing this Thursday at the mall
 Labour job fair on June 14th at Parks West Mall
 Seniors week – noted that Hinton has more scheduled events than Calgary –
congratulations!
 Land development update – current coal market holding back some developers;
Thompson Lake moving forward in subdivision and condo development; good feedback
from customers on planning together matters initiative; plan later this month to host a
subdivision, developers and repeat residential developers workshop
MOVE IN CAMERA
TAYLOR - That the Regular Council meeting move in camera.
Carried
The time was 7:49 p.m.
YOUNG - That Regular Council meeting revert to regular session.
Carried
The time was 7:59 p.m.
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ADJOURNMENT
BARROW - That the Regular Meeting of Council adjourn.
Carried
The time was 7:59 p.m.

Mayor

Director of Corporate Services
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TOWN OF HINTON
REQUEST FOR DECISION

DATE:

June 10, 2014

TO:

REGULAR MEETING OF COUNCIL OF JUNE 17, 2014

FROM:
REVIEWED BY:
APPROVED BY:

Wendy Jones, Capital Projects and Construction Manager
Mike Schwirtz, Infrastructure Services Director
Bernie Kreiner, Town Manager

RE: Hardisty Lift Station - Construction
Recommendation:
That Town Council:


Approve the project called Hardisty Lift Station - Construction as identified in the 2014 Capital
Budget (line 55) from “conceptual” to “approved project” status, amending the budgeted
amount to $4,533,000. (Was $3,500,000), with the additional funding coming from the Water
and Sewer Major Reserve (CR52).



Award the Tender received for Hardisty Lift Station dated May 27, 2014 that closed on June 2,
2014 to Westpro Infrastructure Ltd. in the amount of $3,838,300.

Concluding Statement
The existing Hardisty Lift Station is undersized and has exceeded its full life cycle. A capital
investment to construct new infrastructure that is designed to handle existing and future development
is identified as the best use of capital funding. Attempting to refurbish or upgrade the existing
infrastructure would not be cost effective.
Conformance of recommendation to existing laws and Hinton Council plans
Conforms with:
Yes/No/ Comments
Partial
N/A
Municipal and Provincial
Laws
Yes
Utilizes partnerships (Municipal Sustainability Initiatives
Community Sustainability
“MSI”) to maintain and develop infrastructure in our
Plan
community.
Yes
Hinton ensures quality public infrastructure exists by
Council’s Strategic Plan
renewing aging infrastructure on a timely basis and fostering
infrastructure needed for growth in a fiscal accountable way.
Yes
The project is in accordance with the Long Term Capital
Long Term Capital Plan
Plan.
No
When including all costs, this project is $1,033,000 over the
Adopted budget
$3,500,000 capital budget. The project qualifies for
Municipal Sustainability Initiatives “MSI”) funding.
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Background / Introduction
The Sanitary Sewer Master Plan dated January, 2009 by Associated Engineering and the
recommendations therein have been reviewed and further evaluated by ISL Engineering and Land
Services. The existing Hardisty Lift Station originally built in 1958 has exceeded its full life cycle (55
years) a refurbishment of mechanical equipment in 1987 (26 years ago) has also reached its full life
cycle. The facility currently operates with flows estimated 5x +/- its original design to support existing
infrastructure within our community.
Operationally there are a number of constraints faced by the staff who operate the lift station on a
daily basis. The existing lift station is limited in space in both the wet and dry wells and when there is
mechanical failure and/or raw sewage blockages in the lines, staff physically have to remove the
debris via a ladder and harness. This can impose health and safety risks to those undertaking the
work as the existing space is limited.
Administration undertook a process to pre-qualify contractors identifying four key proposed projects in
our community. That process identified eleven (11) successful contractors. A Tender invitation was
released to the pre-qualified contractors on May 13, 2014 and closed on June 2, 2014, resulting in
two bids being received for the Lift station project.
The bidders are Alpha Construction Inc. in the amount of $5,831,000.00 and WestPro Infrastructure
Ltd. in the amount of $3,838,300.00 and based on an overall best value assessment, the
recommended bidder is WestPro Infrastructure Ltd.
Options
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Town Council supports the recommendations from Administration.
Town Council supports a portion of the recommendation from Administration.
Town Council chooses not to proceed with the recommendation from Administration.
Town Council sets a different direction to Administration.
Town Council tables the agenda item for Council’s own further deliberation.

Administration Assessment of Options and Conclusion
Constructing new infrastructure allows us to maintain using the existing facility while the new lift
station is constructed.
This will eliminate disruption in services to our community and allow us to
fully commission the new lift station and have a seamless transition of services.
The new force main connection to the lift station is being constructed under the Switzer Drive Sanitary
upgrade and Road reconstruction project in 2014. The force main requires upsizing to support the
sanitary flows; connecting to the existing lift station requires significant modifications and there is
concern that the existing pumps and well sizes will not work effectively.
This project will be constructed over 2 years with the objective that the building infrastructure can be
completed by the end of this year with the internal mechanics of the building be built through early
2015 and completing in mid 2015.
The 2014 capital budget identifies $3,500,000.00. Administration recommends that WestPro
Infrastructure Ltd. be awarded the contract for the scope of work
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WestPro Infrastructure Ltd.
Utilities, Geotechnical, Engineering
Site Preparation
Construction Management

$3,838,300.00
$ 403,034.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 241,655.00

Total

$4,532,989.00**

**The costs of decommissioning the existing lift station are not within this project budget.
Investigations with governing authorities such as Alberta Environment are being evaluated at this
time.
The construction costs for the entire scope of work for the project are over the estimated budget
value identified in the 2014 Capital Budget. Administration recommends the existing budget of
$3,500,000.00 be amended to advance this project to construction with an additional funding from the
appropriate reserve in the amount of $1,032,989.00. This reserve, being the water and sewer major
reserve, is currently forecasted to be in deficit by $2.2M by Dec 2014, and receives an annual inflow
from grants and Town operations of just of $1.6M. By approving this budget amendment, it will take a
full 2 years vs. 1.3 years to get the reserve our of its deficit position. This means other priority water
and sewer system replacement project reliant on this reserve funding will need to be delayed or
funded in other ways.

Town Manager Comments
This project is an important investment to ensure sound sanitary sewer service to much of Hinton’s
east side. It should proceed as a priority.
Attachments
None.
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TOWN OF HINTON
REQUEST FOR DECISION

DATE:

June 11, 2014

TO:

REGULAR MEETING OF COUNCIL OF JUNE 17, 2014

FROM:
REVIEWED BY:
APPROVED BY:

Wendy Jones, Capital Projects and Construction Manager
Mike Schwirtz, Infrastructure Services Director
Bernie Kreiner, Town Manager

RE: Innovista Truck Fill Station- Construction
Recommendation:
That Town Council:


Amend the 2014 Capital Budget (line 65) called the Innovista Phase ll and lll Construction, to
$5,256,300. (was $4,659,440), with the additional funding coming from the Future
Development Reserve (CR51) in order to fully finance the Hinton Truck Fill-Construction
project.



Award the Tender received for Hinton Truck Fill – Construction dated May 23, 2014 that
closed on June 11, 2014 to Gabriel Construction (Alberta) Ltd. in the amount of
$1,559,761.80.

Concluding Statement
The construction of the truck fill station is a sustainable development that immediately supports
mitigating stagnant water issues until there is a full build out in development of Phase l, ll and lll. The
development also supports replacing existing aged, outdated and limited water fill infrastructure
services that are restrictive due to location and existing service connections.
Conformance of recommendation to existing laws and Hinton Council plans
Conforms with:
Yes/No/ Comments
Partial
N/A
Municipal and Provincial
Laws
Yes
Develops on local economy in providing efficient services to
Community Sustainability
those doing business in Hinton and surrounding area.
Plan
Yes
Hinton ensures quality public infrastructure exists by
Council’s Strategic Plan
renewing aging infrastructure on a timely basis and fostering
infrastructure needed for growth in a fiscal accountable way.
Would enhance customer service for bulk-water purchasers
and may improve salability of Innovista lands.
The project is not identified in the Long Term Capital Plan.
Long Term Capital Plan or No
Partial
2014 Capital Budget identifies $1.2 million available to fund
Adopted budget
a portion of the project (line 65).
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Background / Introduction
The existing 250mm water main that services Phase l of Innovista does not provide water services
with fire flows to service Phase ll and lll.
The recently approved capital project Innovista EcoIndustrial Park – Water Servicing – Phase ll and lll provides the flows and fire protection necessary to
service Phase ll and lll with growth readiness for adjacent areas. The existing 250mm water main is
at the “end of the line” and the current usage on this line does not have high enough volume requiring
operations to regularly flush the line to ensure that water quality is not compromised. Until Phase ll
and lll developments are fully built out, the newly constructed line will be subject to the same
operational practices.
In evaluating the operational practices required until full build out is achieved it was identified that a
truck fill station could mitigate flushing potable water and provide an opportunity to:
 offer water services to the commercial/industrial industries from the highway. Creating higher
traffic movement may also be beneficial to supporting future land sales with people seeing
higher truck traffic movement.
 offer services with current technology reducing wait and fill times that cannot be offered even
through an upgrade at existing location.
 reduce industrial traffic flow from Switzer Drive and Kelley Road.
 reduce the demand on the existing truck fill station and achieve a longer life expectancy.
The existing truck fill station is located on Kelley Road and is limited to stacking of traffic, supports
filling from the top of the truck only (much of the new equipment has moved to a side fill) and the
water pressure and fill times are limited with the service connection being supported with a small
water line.
We would recommend that this fill station remain in place until operational and
maintenance costs are prohibitive at which time we close it down and direct all services to the
highway.
Administration undertook a process to pre-qualify contractors identifying four key proposed projects in
our community.
That process identified eleven (11) successful contractors.
A Tender invitation
was released to the pre-qualified contractors on May 13, 2014 and closed on June 2, 2014, resulting
in two bids being received for the Truck Fill project.
The bidders are Gabriel Construction (Alberta) Ltd. in the amount of $1,559,761.80 and WestPro
Infrastructure Ltd. in the amount of $1,803,252.50 and based on an overall best value assessment,
the recommended bidder is Gabriel Construction (Alberta) Ltd.
Options
1. Town Council supports the recommendations from Administration.
2. Town Council supports a portion of the recommendation from Administration.
3. Town Council chooses not to proceed with the recommendation from Administration.
4. Town Council imposes a different direction to Administration.
5. Town Council tables the agenda item for Council’s own further deliberation.
Administration Assessment of Options and Conclusion
From a construction and operational perspective with design engineering, tendering completed and
construction ready to go subject to funding approval by Council; we support moving his project to
construction so as not to incur costs to repeat tendering in the future and to stop the flushing of
potable water.
We believe that repeating the process at a later date will not achieve a lower
construction value than what is presented today.
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The 2014 capital construction budget for Innovista after the water line servicing identified there is
$$1,232,182 available in funding. Administration recommends from a construction perspective that
Gabriel Construction (Alberta) Ltd. be awarded the contract for the scope of work.
The
construction costs for the entire scope of work for the project are over the estimated budget value
identified in the 2014 Capital Budget.
Administration recommends the existing remaining budget of $1,232,182 (from line 65 on the capital
budget) be affirmed to advance this project to construction with an additional funding from reserves in
the amount of $596,865.
Gabriel Construction (Alberta) Ltd.
Construction Contingency (10%)
Utilities, Site Preparation &
IT Equipment
Construction Management

$1,559,762.00
$ 155,976.00

Total

$1,829,047.00

$
$

62,000.00
51,309.00

From a business perspective investing $1.8 million with a $300,000 +/- annual revenues, the return
on the investment would be 6 to 7 years.
In the interim, we run the risk of investing more dollars to
keep something that is not to current standards operationally (Kelley Road truck fill station) and
investing in a station that is limited to stacking and water pressure.
Town Manager Comments
There are some strong reasons to see a replacement water fill station built to better serve the
industrial and rural residential bulk water customers. Given the total costs and relative priority of this
project and recognizing we have some time (existing fill station is OK), I wonder whether an alternate
service delivery model (using the same site) would be beneficial to all concerned. If this were an
option to explore, it would take a few months to do so.
Attachments
None.
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INSERT NAME OF DEVELOPMENT
Refer to Major Street in Subdivision

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

BETWEEN:

TOWN OF HINTON

AND:

INSERT NAME OF DEVELOPER
Insert Date - Month & Year
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT made in triplicate dated this day of

, 200_.

BETWEEN:

THE TOWN OF HINTON, a Municipal
Corporation of the Province of Alberta
hereinafter called the "Town"
OF THE FIRST PART
- and -

Insert Owner of Said Lands
hereinafter called the "Developer"
OF THE SECOND PART

WHEREAS the Developer is or is entitled to become the registered and equitable owner
of the Developer Lands situated in the Town of Hinton, Province of Alberta and more
particularly outlined on Schedule "H" hereto, including:
Legal Description of Parcel

AND WHEREAS the Developer has indicated that it intends to proceed with the
subdivision of the Said Lands as shown on the Subdivision Plan outlined in Schedule "A" hereto.
AND WHEREAS it is a condition precedent of this Agreement that the Developer shall
obtain all necessary approvals for the subdivision of the Said Lands.
AND WHEREAS the Developer has agreed to install and construct Municipal
Improvements to service the Said Lands, to integrate the Said Lands with existing Town facilities
and to expand municipal facilities in areas other than the Said Lands, all in accordance with the
terms, conditions and provisions herein contained.
NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH that in consideration of the
mutual and other covenants herein contained, the parties hereto covenant and agree with each
other as follows:

1. INTERPRETATION
1.1

"Act" means the Municipal Government Act, Chapter M-26, S.A. 1994, as amended.
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1.2" Adjoining Lands" means those lands that shall be subject to Boundary Improvements, and
which lands are outlined on Schedule "F" hereto and include the Boundary Agreement
Lands and the Boundary Development Lands.
1.3

"Area Structure Plan" means a Statutory Plan as provided for in the Municipal
Government Act and is intended to provide a framework for subdivision and development
within a specified area of land in a coordinated way which addresses land use and density,
traffic circulation and utility servicing, community services, reserve for parks and
schools, environmental reserve, staging and graphics and any other matters that Council
considers necessary.

1.4

"Benefited Lands" means those lands that shall benefit from Oversize, and which lands
are outlined on Schedule "E" hereto, whether owned by either of the parties to this
Agreement or any other Person.

1.5

"Boundary Agreement Lands" means that portion of the Adjoining Lands whose owners
have agreed, in a written agreement, to pay the Developer compensation for the
Developer constructing the Boundary Improvements. The Boundary Agreement Lands are
set out in Schedule "F" of this Agreement.

1.6

"Boundary Development Lands" means that portion of the Adjoining Lands whose
owners will be required in the future to enter into agreements with the Town requiring
such owners to compensate the Developer for the Developer constructing Boundary
Improvements. The Boundary Development Lands are set out in Schedule "F" of this
Agreement.

1.7

"Boundary Improvement" means that portion of the Municipal Improvements that are
constructed and installed by the Developer that benefit the Adjoining Land. The
Boundary Improvements are more specifically set out in Schedule "F" hereto.

1.8

"Boundary Road" shall mean a road on the perimeter of the Said Lands.

1.9

"Construction Completion Certificate" shall mean an assurance in writing issued by the
Engineer that construction of the Municipal Improvements has been completed in
accordance with this Agreement.

1.10 "Carriageway" shall mean the width of any road measured from the face of one curb to
the face of the opposite curb, or in the case of gravelled lanes or roads, the width of gravel
from shoulder to shoulder.
1.11 "Consulting Engineer" shall mean an independent consulting professional engineer or
engineers retained by the Developer at the Developer's expense. The name of the
Consulting Engineer is
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1.12 "Contractor" shall mean the general contractor and sub-contractor responsible for
installing all or any portion of the Municipal Improvements, pursuant to a written
construction contract with the Developer.
1.13 "Design Standards" shall mean the standards and specifications, set out and contained in
Schedule D hereto for the design, construction and installation of Municipal
Improvements in and to the Said Lands, Adjoining Lands and Benefited Lands, including
any alterations to or amendments to such standards and specifications which may be
agreed upon in writing by the Town and the Developer, and as well shall include all the
conditions imposed by the Town.
1.14 "Encroachable Improvements" means any improvements other than Municipal
Improvements which the Developer intends to construct or install on any highways or
road allowances.
1.15 "Engineer" shall mean the professional engineer or engineers employed or retained by the
Town, or such person assigned by the Town to fulfil the functions of the Engineer.
1.16 "Final Acceptance Certificate" shall mean an assurance in writing issued by the Engineer
that the Municipal Improvements and maintenance have been completed as herein
required.
1.17 "Lot" shall mean a single parcel which is not to be Public Land.
1.18 "Municipal Improvements" shall mean and include:
a

water mains, including all fittings, valves, pressure reducing valves, hydrants and
other appurtenances;

b

water connections from water mains to the property line of each Lot;

c

sanitary sewer main, including all manholes and other appurtenances;

d

sanitary sewer connections from the sanitary mains to the property line of each
Lot;

e

storm sewer system, including catch basins;

f

storm water retention facilities as set out in the Design Standards;

g

concrete sidewalks where required under Design Standards;

h

concrete curbs and gutters;

i

roads with gravel base and asphalt surface;
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j

street lighting with underground wiring and electrical distribution servicing
facilities;

k

underground power distribution;

1

underground telephone distribution;

m

underground Cable T.V. distribution;

n

Natural Gas distribution mains;

o

landscaping of berms, boulevards, buffer strips and park areas;

P

traffic signs, street name signs and subdivision identification signs showing land
use designation;

q

survey control monuments;

r

traffic control lights;

s

recreational facilities;

t

lanes and walkways as set out in the Design Standards;

u

fencing; and

v

any other improvements which may be shown on the Design Standards or may be
imposed by the Town.

1.19 "Lot Area" shall mean the total area of all Lots within the Said Lands excluding Public
Lands.
1.20 "Outline Plan" shall mean the plan that describes the general nature of the development of
the area showing the road network, the location of
school sites and the location of different land uses as approved by the Town and which
Outline Plan is deemed to be a part of this Agreement.
1.21 "Oversize" means the extra size and/or extra depth of the Municipal Improvements
required to extend the Municipal Improvements beyond the boundaries of the Said Lands
to service the Benefited Lands. Such extra services required to be constructed by the
Developer to service the Benefited Lands are set out in Schedule "E" hereto.
1.22 "Oversized Cost Benefits or Oversized Recovery" shall mean the excess costs as
determined pursuant to this Agreement and incurred by the Developer in the installation
of Municipal Improvements with greater capacity than is needed to adequately service the
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Said Lands, for the benefit of the Benefited Lands, which excess costs are to be
reimbursed to the Developer pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
1.23 "Person" means an individual, partnership, association, body corporate, trustee, executor,
administrator or legal representative.
1.24 "Plans" shall mean plans and specifications approved by the Engineer for all Municipal
Improvements required to service the Said Lands in accordance with the Design
Standards, which Plans are deemed to be a part of this Agreement.
1.25 "Prime Rate" shall mean the prime rate of interest quoted from time to time by the
Province of Alberta Treasury Branches at Hinton, Alberta.
1.26

"Public Land" shall include roads, lanes, streets, parks, utility lots, walkway lots,
boulevards and ornamental parks and all land which the Developer is obliged to transfer
to or place in the name of the Town by reason of the provisions of the Act and regulations
made thereunder from time to time .

1.27 "Said Lands" means the lands legally described in the preamble and more particularly
outlined on Schedule "B" attached hereto.
1.28 "Sales Taxes" means all taxes and assessments in the nature of sales taxes, goods and
services taxes or value added taxes, whether or not under the Excise Tax Act of Canada,
as amended.
1.29 "Security" means the security required as set out in Article 8 of this Agreement securing
performance and observation of all of the obligations of the Developer pursuant to this
Agreement.
1.30 "Sewer Outlet Acceptance Point" shall mean that point being
description of acceptance point to be entered here as shown on
Schedule C. The Town's responsibility of providing the point is under the condition that
the Developer is solely responsible for location of the sewer line and manhole,
verification of its invert elevation, all works needed to connect to the manhole or main in
a manner acceptable to the Town and all restoration of the right-of-way disturbed as a
result of construction.
1.301"Spring Thaw" shall mean that period of any year up until May 31st.
1.32 "Storm Sewer Acceptance Point" shall mean that point being the
description of acceptance point to be entered here as shown on
Schedule C. The Town's responsibility of providing the point is under the condition that
the Developer is solely responsible for location of the sewer line and manhole,
verification of its invert elevation, all works needed to connect to the manhole or main in
a manner acceptable to the Town and all restoration of the right-of-way disturbed as a
result of construction.
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1.33 "Subdivision Plan" means a plan for subdividing the Said Lands as more particularly set
out in Schedule "B" attached hereto.
1.34 "Town Manager" means the Chief Administrative Officer of the Town or such other
designated officer who has been delegated the authority to make such approvals and
decisions as required by the Town Manager in this Agreement.
1.35 1.35 "Water Inlet Acceptance Point" shall mean that point being
description of acceptance point to be entered here as
shown on Schedule C. The Town's responsibility of providing the point is under the
condition that the Developer is solely responsible for locating this water line, all works
needed to connect to the water main in a manner acceptable to the Town, all restorations
of the right-of-way disturbed in the process of construction, and scheduling of any water
shutdowns with the Town and adjacent property owners.
2. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT
2.1

This Agreement is conditional on all of the following being completed by the Developer
not later than

a

the Developer has paid to the Town the sum of
as its contribution for its proportionate share of the cost of previously installed off-site
and oversize services for which the Said Lands shall benefit; and

b

the Developer obtaining the approval of the Subdivision Approving Authority to
subdivide the Said Lands in accordance with the Subdivision Plan and registration of the
Subdivision Plan at the Land Titles Office;

c

the Developer has provided to the Town the Security required and evidence of insurance,
all as required in Article 8 of this Agreement;
In the event that the above conditions have not been met by the date specified above, then
this Agreement is void and of no force or effect. The above conditions precedent are
solely for the benefit of the Town and may individually or collectively be unilaterally
waived by the Town by written notice to the Developer on or before the expiry date for
the satisfaction of each condition.

2.2

The Developer confirms that the payment described in Article 2.1a shall be paid
voluntarily and not subject to protest. The said payment shall not be tendered as a result
of any compulsion or duress. The Developer acknowledges that the Town shall be
disbursing the said payment to prior developers, including the Town, who have
previously installed and paid, or either, for the installation of certain off-site and oversize
utilities which shall service the Said Lands. Upon request by the Developer the Town will
provide a specific breakdown of the amount for each service and details as to the person
or persons to whom such moneys, shall be disbursed. The Developer shall not seek to
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recover all or any portion of the said payment from the Town, except in accordance with
Articles 10 and 11 hereof.

3.

PLANS

3.1

The Developer shall submit a complete set of plans and specifications for all Municipal
Improvements to the Engineer for approval prior to the commencement of construction of
any of the Municipal Improvements, and the Engineer shall not unduly delay commenting
on or approving the Plans.

3.2

The Plans shall conform strictly to the Design Standards attached hereto as Schedule "D".

3.3

If the Engineer does not approve the plans and specifications indicated in Article 3.1 on
any grounds, the Developer shall be entitled to appeal the matter to the Town Council,
whose decision shall be final and binding and such decision shall not be subject to
arbitration hereunder. Once the submitted plans and specifications are approved by the
Engineer or the Town Council as the case may be, then they become the Plans which
form part of this Agreement.

4.

CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION OF MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENT

4.1

Prior to commencement of construction of Municipal Improvements within and to the
Said Lands, the Developer must obtain all permissions to construct the Municipal
Improvements, including, without restricting the generality of the foregoing, those letters
of permission as required by the Department of Alberta Environmental Protection.

4.2

The Developer agrees to commence and carry through to completion, without undue
delay, the construction and installation of all Municipal Improvements within and to the
Said Lands in accordance with the Plans and the Design Standards.

4.3

The Developer agrees to complete the construction and installation of the Municipal
Improvements within and to the Said Lands within one 1 year from the date of this
Agreement unless an extension of time is granted by Town Council as set forth in writing.

4.4

The Developer agrees to construct or cause the construction and installation of Municipal
Improvements to be done in a good and workmanlike manner. During the course of such
construction and installation, the Developer agrees to minimize the damage to or
interference with any existing improvements, infrastructure or Municipal Improvements
collectively for Articles 4.4, 4.5, 6.13 and 8.5 the "Improvements" necessarily affected
by carrying out such construction and installation. Upon completion of such construction
and installation, the Developer agrees to restore and repair any damage to Improvements
and to restore each damaged Improvement, to the condition, as nearly as practical, in
which the Improvements existed prior to the aforesaid damage.

4.5

In the event the construction or installation of Municipal Improvements causes a
disruption in the utilization of existing Improvements; then, except as authorized by the
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Engineer in writing, the Developer shall maintain or provide alternative means to the
users of those services so affected by disruption of the existing Improvements. Without
restricting the generality of the foregoing, the Developer shall specifically provide
physical access to any premises to permit garbage removal, police protection and fire
protection. It is understood and agreed the provision of alternate means shall be at the
sole cost and responsibility of the Developer.
4.6

a

The Developer agrees to permit free and uninterrupted access to the Engineer or
his representative to any part of the development area for the purpose of making
inspections and taking samples of materials used in the construction or
installation of the Municipal Improvements and for the purposes of testing soil or
ground conditions.

b

Where Municipal Improvements do not conform in all respects with the Plans,
and the Engineer or his representative has ordered that the Municipal
Improvements be replaced or altered in order that they shall conform with the
Plans, the Developer agrees to solely bear all costs incurred in such replacement
or alteration.

4.7

The Developer agrees to appoint, at its sole cost, an accredited testing company such
company to be approved by the Town to carry out such tests as are reasonably requested
by the Town.

4.8

The Developer and the Town mutually agree that in a case of conflict between the body
of this Agreement and the Design Standards attached hereto as Schedule "D", the body of
this Agreement shall take precedence.

4.9

The Developer shall, at its sole expense, remove, relocate or abandon any small
municipal improvements already existing on or under the Said Lands, if requested to do
so by the Engineer. The said removal, relocation or abandonment shall be performed by
the Developer to the satisfaction and standard of the Engineer.

4.10 The Developer shall, at its sole expense, connect the water mains installed on the Said
Lands to any existing mains on lands required by the Engineer. In addition, the
Developer shall, at its sole expense, connect the storm and sanitary sewers installed on
the Said Lands to any existing lateral storm and sanitary sewers on lands required by the
Engineer. The said connections shall be performed by the Developer in accordance with
the standards prescribed by the Engineer.
4.11 The Developer shall retain, at the Developer's sole expense, a Consulting Engineer. The
Consulting Engineer will be required to provide an independent professional inspection,
review and report as to the adequacy of the construction and installation of Municipal
Improvements.
4.12 If the Developer intends to construct any Encroachable Improvements, it shall obtain
written approval from the Engineer. If the Encroachable Improvements are constructed in
whole or in part by the Developer without obtaining the aforesaid approval, the Town
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may remove the Encroachable Improvements and in doing so may draw on any Security
granted by the Developer to the Town pursuant to this Agreement.

5.

CONTRACTS

5.1

Any contract granted by the Developer for the performance of all or any part of the
construction and installation of Municipal Improvements within and to the Said Lands
shall at least provide:
a

that the Contractor shall indemnify and save harmless the Town from and with
respect to any damages, claims or demands whatsoever arising out of the
performance of any work undertaken by the Contractor or arising in any way from
the negligence of the Contractor's servants, agents or employees;

b

that the Contractor shall provide reasonable proof of financial responsibility;

c

that the Contractor shall comply with the provisions of the Workers'
Compensation Act for the Province of Alberta;

d

that the Contractor shall allow the Engineer and the Town representatives access
to the work for the purpose of inspection;

e

that the works to be performed by the Contractor shall not be deemed to be duly
and adequately completed under the contract except upon the acceptance by the
Town.

f

that the Contractor shall coordinate with the Town and with such third parties as
may be involved to facilitate the installation of utilities and shall protect such
utilities from damage whatsoever; and

g

that the Contractor shall carry adequate public liability insurance of an amount
and coverage satisfactory to the Town to protect itself and the Town from any
claims and having regard to the nature and size of the undertaking contracted for.

h

Notwithstanding the above, the Developer remains responsible and liable for the
work of all the Contractors and the Town may look solely to the Developer for the
carrying out of this Agreement.

6. CONSTRUCTION COMPLETION CERTIFICATES, MAINTENANCE AND
FINAL ACCEPTANCE CERTIFICATES
6.1

A Construction Completion Certificate shall be required by the Developer from the Town
for each group of the following Municipal Improvements to be constructed and installed
by the Developer, namely:
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6.2

a

sanitary and storm sewers, including storm water retention pond, water
distribution system, including service connections for water and sewer;

b

sidewalks, curbs, gutters and catch basins;

c

paved roads, concrete walkways, street lights, signs, survey monuments, traffic
lights, highway access, boulevard construction, recreational facilities and utilities;

d

landscaping; and

e

any other Municipal Improvements not mentioned above or as required by the
Design Guidelines or this Agreement.

The Developer, upon completion and installation of each of the above groups of
Municipal Improvements, shall make application, in writing, to the Engineer for the
issuance of a Construction Completion Certificate and the Engineer, subject to the
performance of all conditions, terms and provisions herein contained to be observed and
performed by the Developer at the date of making such application, shall, within thirty
30 days:
a

issue a Construction Completion Certificate if satisfied upon inspection that the
particular group of Municipal Improvements have been constructed and installed
in accordance with this Agreement and are operational within the whole of the
Said Lands, or

b

notify the Developer in writing of all defects or deficiencies in construction of the
said Municipal Improvements, or

c

notify the Developer in writing of all terms, conditions and provisos required to be
observed or performed by the Developer prior to the issuance of a Construction
Completion Certificate.

Subject to Article 6.10 hereof, if the Engineer shall fail to issue the Construction
Completion Certificate or notify the Developer of the cause thereof, the particular group
of Municipal Improvements which are said to have been completed shall be deemed to
have been completed in accordance with the Plans and to be operational, and the
maintenance period shall commence for that particular group of Municipal Improvements
upon the expiration of the thirty 30 day period.
6.3

Where minor defects exist within the Municipal Improvements which, in the sole opinion
of the Engineer, do not impair the operation of such Municipal Improvement, and which,
due to conditions beyond the control of the Developer, cannot be rectified immediately,
the Developer may make application for a Construction Completion Certificate in
accordance with Article 6.2 above, and the provisions thereof shall apply, providing that
the Developer:
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a

submits a detailed list of all such defects, and

b

submits an undertaking in writing to rectify all such defects within six 6 months
of the date of such application.

Such minor defects shall be considered repaired when the Engineer certifies that the
repairs have been completed to the Engineer's satisfaction. If the minor defects are not
repaired within the said six 6 months, the maintenance period for such Municipal
Improvements shall be extended for a period of time equal to the period of time between
the date of issuance of the Construction Completion Certificate and the date on which the
minor defects are finally repaired. In the event that the minor defects are not repaired
within twelve 12 months of the date of issuance of the Construction Completion
Certificate, the Town may draw on any Security granted by the Developer to the Town
pursuant to this Agreement, to complete the minor defects.
6.4

If a Municipal Improvement does not comply with the Plans, or is not operational, or the
Developer has failed to comply with any term hereof, the Developer shall correct all the
defects and deficiencies in such Municipal Improvement or comply with the terms hereof,
as the case may be, and shall resubmit his application for a Construction Completion
Certificate in accordance with Article 6.2 above. In the event the Developer fails to
correct all such maintenance deficiencies within thirty 30 days of receipt of written
notification of such deficiency, the Town may but is not obligated to do all the work
necessary to correct such deficiencies and may draw on any Security granted by the
Developer to the Town pursuant to this Agreement for the purpose of such corrections.

6.5

For the purposes of this Article 6, sewers and water distribution systems shall not be
deemed to be operational unless they are free of all obstructions and foreign material,
including, without restricting the generality of the foregoing, rocks, silt and gravel, and
the water system has been inspected and sterilized to the satisfaction of the Engineer.

6.6

The Developer shall maintain all Municipal Improvements constructed pursuant to this
Agreement to the standard to which they were constructed, reasonable wear and tear
excepted, for the period, commencing upon the issuance of a Construction Completion
Certificate and continuing for the periods specified below for each Municipal
Improvement, namely:
a

sanitary and storm sewers, including storm water retention pond, water
distribution system, including service connections for water and sewer - one year;

b

sidewalks, curbs, gutters and catch basins - two years;

c

paved roads, concrete walkways, street lights, signs, survey monuments, traffic
lights, highway access, boulevard construction, recreational facilities and utilities
- two years;

d

landscaping;
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e

i

trees and shrubs — two years; and

ii

grass — first cutting after germination; and

any other Municipal Improvements not mentioned above or as required by the
Design Guidelines or this Agreement - two years.

The Developer shall apply for a Final Acceptance Certificate for each group of Municipal
Improvements for which a Construction Completion Certificate has been issued. It is
further provided that, notwithstanding the issuance of the Final Acceptance Certificate for
such services, the Developer shall, as a condition precedent to the issuance of a Final
Acceptance Certificate for paved roads, repair all damage to roads caused by subsidence
of such services and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Developer shall
re-compact the trench if such re-compaction is at any time deemed necessary by the
Engineer.
6.7

The Developer shall, not later than six 6 months prior to the expiration of the
maintenance period for each Municipal Improvement, provide to the Town "as
constructed" drawings of each Municipal Improvement and, in the event that the
Developer fails to provide "as constructed" drawings as herein required, the Final
Acceptance Certificate shall not be issued until six 6 months have lapsed subsequent to
the date of the submission of the "as constructed" drawings; provided further that the
Final Acceptance Certificate shall not be issued prior to expiration of the maintenance
period. "As Constructed" drawings format shall include one 1 Mylar copy signed and
stamped by a Professional Engineer, and one 1 Digital copy in AutoCAD format
.DWG or .DXF. All hard copies and digital files will remain as the property of the
Town of Hinton.

6.8

From and after the issuance of a Final Acceptance Certificate for a Municipal
Improvement, the Town shall assume full responsibility and ownership for the Municipal
Improvements to which the Final Acceptance Certificate applies.

6.9

In the event that a Final Acceptance Certificate is not issued upon application, the Town
shall advise as to the reason for refusal, and the Developer shall rectify all defects and
deficiencies or comply with the terms hereof, as the case may be, and thereafter shall
resubmit his application for a Final Acceptance Certificate in accordance with Article 6.6
above.

6.10 Notwithstanding anything herein contained, if adverse conditions prevent the Engineer
from completing an inspection of the subject Municipal Improvements within 30 days of
application for a Construction Completion Certificate, the Town shall, as soon as
conveniently possible, complete the inspection and if satisfied upon carrying out the
inspection that the Municipal Improvements have been constructed in accordance with
the terms hereof, the Certificate shall be predated to the date of application therefore.
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6.11 If by reason of force majeure either party hereto is unable to fulfil an obligation in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement:
a

the disabled party shall forthwith notify the other of the occurrence of the force
majeure event;

b

the disabled party shall be relieved from fulfilling such obligation or obligations
during the continuance of such force majeure event;

c

the disabled party shall employ all reasonable means to reduce the consequences
of such force majeure event, including the expending of reasonable amounts of
money in addition to those monies which would have otherwise have been
required to be expended; and

d

the disabled party may at the discretion of the other party be entitled to a
reasonable extension of time within which to fulfil or resume fulfilling obligations
hereunder.

For the purpose of this Agreement, the term "force majeure" shall mean the occurrence of
an event which is beyond the reasonable control of the party effected thereby; including,
but not limited to, any act of God, acts of the public enemy, riots, fire, explosion, flood,
strikes and a requirement to comply with the terms of any federal, provincial or local
government statute, regulation, rule, order or by-law which was not in existence as of the
date of this Agreement, but does not include a failure or inability of the Developer to
finance its obligations as contained in this Agreement.
6.12 Notwithstanding any other paragraph in this Article 6, a Construction Completion
Certificate shall not be issued nor be deemed to have been issued:
a

for any Municipal Improvements until all easements, utility rights-of-way,
restrictive covenants and encroachments required by the Town with respect to the
Said Lands, Adjoining Lands or Benefited Lands have been registered at the Land
Titles Office; and

b

for any Municipal Improvements crossing a pipeline or located on a pipeline rightof-way until the Developer has submitted to the Engineer:
i

a copy of a pipeline crossing agreement permitting such Municipal
Improvements to cross the pipeline or, in the case of landscaping on the
right-of-way, permitting the landscaping to be located on the pipeline
right-of-way; and

ii

an assignment of all the rights and liabilities under the said pipeline
crossing agreement in favour of the Town, in a form and content
satisfactory to the Town's Solicitor.
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6.13 Notwithstanding the issuance of a Final Acceptance Certificate for the Municipal
Improvements, the Developer shall repair any and all damage caused to new or previously
existing Improvements by the Developer, its employees, servants or agents or others for
whom the Developer is in law responsible during the process of rectifying deficiencies
identified on the Final Acceptance Certificate deficiency list or revisions thereto.
7. USE OF PUBLIC RIGHTS-OF-WAY BY DEVELOPER
7.1

The Town agrees to permit the Developer to use the Town owned lands within the Said
Lands, or lands to be vested in the Town upon registration of the Subdivision Plan, for the
purposes of constructing and installing the Municipal Improvements herein required to be
constructed, installed and maintained by the Developer, such rights to commence upon
the date that the Plans for the Municipal Improvements have been approved and to
continue until the Final Acceptance Certificate for the Municipal Improvements installed
has been issued by the Town provided that,
a

the performance of such work shall be done under the supervision of the
Consulting Engineer to the satisfaction of the Engineer whose requirements shall
be strictly followed;

b

the Developer shall do as little damage as possible in the performance of such
work, and shall cause as little obstruction to such public places as possible;

c

upon completion of such work, the Developer shall restore all such public places
to a condition and state of repair equivalent to that which prevailed prior to the
performance of such work, including, where necessary, the re-planting or
replacement of trees and shrubs and shall maintain such restored portions of such
public places, including such replaced or re-planted trees and shrubs for a period
of one 1 year thereafter, ordinary wear and tear excepted; and

8. INDEMNITY AND SECURITY
8.1

The Developer does hereby indemnify and save harmless the Town and its servants,
agents, councillors and employees from any and all losses, costs, claims, damages,
actions, causes of action, expenses, fees including legal fees on a solicitor client basis
and demands, collectively the "Claims", resulting from anything done or omitted to be
done by the Developer in pursuance or purported pursuance of this Agreement, including,
without limitation, the Developer's failure to comply with the Articles and provisions of
this Agreement, any and all claims as a result of the Town not being able to realize on the
Security and any Claims which may arise by reason of the performance of work by the
Developer in any public place

8.2

Prior to the execution of this Agreement by the Town, the Developer shall place the
Security in such a form and content as the Town so requests, in order to ensure to the
Town full compliance by the Developer with the terms, covenants and conditions of this
Agreement, including, without restricting the generality of the foregoing, respecting the
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construction and installation of Municipal Improvements and the maintenance of the
same. The Developer shall deliver to and deposit with the Town, Security as hereinafter
prescribed to a value of at least fifty 50% per cent of the estimated costs of the
Municipal Improvements; PROVIDED THAT the estimated cost of such Municipal
Improvements shall be determined in the sole discretion of the Engineer. In the event the
Developer does not agree with the estimated costs of such Municipal Improvements as
determined by the Engineer, the Developer may appeal the decision of the Engineer to the
Town Manager who shall then determine the estimated cost of the said Municipal
Improvements. In the further event that the Developer does not agree with the
determination of the Town Manager as to the estimated costs of the said Municipal
Improvements, the Developer may appeal the decision of the Town Manager to Town
Council. The decision of the Town Council as to the estimated costs of the said
Municipal Improvements shall be final and binding upon the Developer and such decision
shall not be subject to arbitration hereunder.
8.3

The required Security as above referred to shall be at the sole discretion of the Town
and may consist of an irrevocable letter of credit issued by a chartered bank or the
Treasury Branch, or such other form of Security as may be approved by the Town;
PROVIDED that any such Security shall be on such terms and in a form to be approved
by the Town. The said Security shall be maintained in full force and effect during the
periods as required pursuant to this Agreement; including the required provisions for
renewal. Evidence of renewal thereof shall be produced to the Town when required; and
without restricting the generality of the foregoing, it is specifically provided that in the
event that on or before thirty 30 days prior to the renewal anniversary date, the Town
does not receive in writing evidence of renewal of the letter of credit, then the Town at its
sole discretion may make demand as a payee pursuant to the irrevocable letter of credit.
Any Security granted to the Town shall remain in good standing until all Final
Acceptance Certificates have been issued for the Municipal Improvements.

8.4

Any irrevocable letter of credit shall be in a form to be approved by the Town, but in any
event shall contain at least the following terms and provisions:
a

a statement that the irrevocable letter of credit is issued in favour of the Town in
consideration of the Town entering this Agreement with the named customer of
the issuing institution;

b

an acknowledgement by the issuing institution that the Town shall be entitled to
draw on the irrevocable letter of credit in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement, that there may be partial draws and an undertaking by the issuing
institution to promptly honour and pay draws made by the Town; and

c

a covenant by the issuer that if the issuer has not received a release in writing from
the Town sixty 60 days prior to the expiry date of the Security, then the Security
shall automatically be renewed, upon the same terms and conditions, and that
written proof of renewal shall be provided to the Town.
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8.5

In addition to the situation specifically identified in other provisions of this Agreement as
being circumstances under which the Town may draw on the Security granted by the
Developer to the Town, the Town may draw on the Security if:
a

it is not renewed to the satisfaction of the Town's Solicitor and in accordance with
Articles 8.3 and 8.4 hereof;

b

where, in the opinion of the Town, the construction of and installation of the
Municipal Improvements has created an unsafe condition, in which event the
Town may use the proceeds of any letter of credit or other Security to do any work
required to protect life and property from injury and destruction; and

c

the Developer defaults on any of its obligations under this Agreement, including,
without limitation:

d

i

the obligation to repair any and all damage to the Improvements caused by
the Developer, its employees, servants or agents or others for whom the
Developer is in law responsible during the process of rectifying
deficiencies, in which event the Town may use the proceeds of the
Security to do any work required to maintain, repair, remove, restore or
remedy any defects in the work undertaken by the Developer herein;

ii

the obligation to pay all Sales Taxes, if any;

iii

to construct each Municipal Improvement in a good and workmanlike
manner pursuant to the Plans and Design Standards; and

The Developer does not complete the Municipal Improvements and deficiencies
within the time deadlines set out in this Agreement.

8.6

If the proceeds of any Security do not sufficiently cover the costs and expenses of the
Town, then the Developer shall pay any shortfall to the Town immediately upon being
invoiced therefore. The Town shall provide an accounting to the Developer indicating
how the proceeds of any such Security was used within sixty 60 days upon remedying
any deficiency. The Town shall pay to the Developer any surplus funds not required to
remedy deficiencies within sixty 60 days after the issuance of Final Acceptance
Certificates for all the Municipal Improvements. No interest shall be paid on the surplus
funds.

8.7

If and whenever the Town draws on the proceeds of any Security granted to the Town to
do any work required to maintain, repair, remove, restore or remedy any defects in the
work undertaken by the Developer herein, then, on completion of such works by the
Town and upon receipt of any shortfall payment required from the Developer to the
Town, the Town shall issue to the Developer, without application therefore, any
certificates which the Developer may otherwise be entitled to receive on completion of
the maintenance period for each Municipal Improvement and the Developer shall be
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relieved of any obligations that it may otherwise have to maintain, repair, remove, restore
or remedy defects to the extent that such works have been undertaken by the Town.
8.8

When all Final Acceptance Certificates have been issued and when any and all damage
caused to Municipal Improvements by the Developer, its employees, servants or agents
or others for whom the Developer is in law responsible during the process of rectifying
deficiencies identified on any Final Acceptance Certificate deficiency list or revisions
thereto have been repaired, the Town, upon request in writing by the Developer, shall
release any Security provided by the Developer to the Town.

8.9

a

Any Security herein required to be deposited by the Developer may be required to
be increased throughout the currency of this Agreement, if it shall appear to the
Town that the Security deposited is insufficient in relation to the costs or
protection to the Town, for which the Security has been provided.

b

It is further agreed however, that the Security herein required to be deposited by
the Developer shall be decreased as the Construction Completion Certificates are
issued by the Town. The Security shall be decreased by the proportionate share of
the estimated cost of the Municipal Improvements completed taking into account
the deficiencies for Municipal Improvements yet to be completed over the total
original estimated cost as adjusted of fully completing all of the Municipal
Improvements.

c

The decision as to the amount of any increase or decrease in any Security as
aforesaid shall be determined in the first instance by the Engineer, provided that
the decision of the Engineer may be appealed to the Town Manager, failing that to
the Town Council whose decision shall be final and binding.

8.10 The Developer shall maintain in full force and effect, to the satisfaction of the Town:
a

a comprehensive general liability insurance policy providing coverage of at least
TWO MILLION DOLLARS $2,000,000 inclusive, per occurrence, for bodily
injury, death and damage to property. This comprehensive general liability
insurance shall include, inter alia, coverage for:
i

independent contractors;

ii

completed operations;

iii

blanket contractual liability, including this Agreement;

iv

shoring, blasting, excavating, underpinning, demolition, pile driving and
caisson work, work below ground surface, tunnelling and grading;

v

non-owned automobiles;
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b

vi

employees as additional insureds;

vii

cross liability;

viii

contingent employer's liability; and

ix

broad form property damage; and

a standard automobile policy providing coverage of at least ONE MILLION
DOLLARS $1,000,000 inclusive, per occurrence, for bodily injury, death and
damage to property, for all vehicles owned, leased or operated by the Developer
which are used in conjunction with the work done under this Agreement.

These insurance coverages shall remain in full force and effect until all Final Acceptance
Certificates for the Municipal Improvements have been issued.
8.11 The aforementioned insurance coverages shall be endorsed to provide the Town with
thirty 30 days prior written notice of cancellation or material change and shall be in a
form acceptable to the Town. Upon request by the Town, the Developer shall provide
additional insurance if this is deemed necessary by the Town.
8.12 It is further understood and agreed that the policy limits of any such insurance do not
define or limit the Developer's liability to indemnify the Town in the event of bodily
injury and/or property damage, nor does the Town make any representations as to the
adequacy of said limits or scope of coverage in the event of a claim.

9. EASEMENT AND UTILITY RIGHT-OF-WAY
9.1

The Plans shall designate rights-of-way widths to the needs of the Town and of utility
companies, for the supply of natural gas, power and telephone service and cable
television services within and to the Said Lands, the Adjoining Lands and the Benefited
Lands if applicable and for the sanitary sewer, water and storm drainage systems.

9.2

Forthwith upon approval of the Subdivision Plan, the Developer shall grant, or, where
applicable, obtain from a third party a grant, to the Town of such easements or right-ofways in a form satisfactory to the Town as required and shall register or cause to be
registered such easements or right-of-ways contemporaneously with the registration of the
Subdivision Plan.

9.3

Such easements or grants of rights-of-way shall provide that the Town shall have the right
either,
a

to assign all or part of the rights thereby granted to the operators of the respective
utilities, or
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b

to grant permits or licenses to install, repair and replace gas, power, Cable TV and
telephone lines and the drainage system.

10. OVERSIZE REQUIREMENTS
10.1 The Developer is required to construct the items listed on Schedule "E" which will
benefit the Benefited Lands. The formula for calculating the Oversized Cost Benefits is
set out on Schedule "E" hereto With respect to the Oversize, the parties hereto agree that,
upon the request of the Developer, the Town shall:
a

request and obtain from the Engineer a statement certifying that the Oversize
design is required or called for in the Design Guidelines and Plans and that the
specified size is more than sufficient to service the Said Lands and the Benefited
Lands;

b

request and obtain a calculation from the Engineer of the area and description of
the Benefited Lands which shall be serviced by the Oversize installation on the
Said Lands. It is acknowledged that the value of the Benefited Lands shall be
enhanced as a result of the Oversize. Notwithstanding that the Benefited Lands
are set out in Schedule "E" hereto, the Engineer, in his sole and unfettered
discretion, may analyze and determine what land actually benefits from the
Oversize and to what extent. Upon making such a determination, the Engineer
may amend Schedule "E" in order to comply with his analysis and determination
and amend, if applicable, the area benefited for each of the Benefited Lands;

c

deliver copies of the calculations and certificates to the Developer within thirty
30 days of the receipt of the same by the Town;

d

require, at, or before, the time when the Benefited Lands are subdivided and/or
developed, an agreement from the owners or other developers collectively the
"Other Owners" of the Benefited Lands to pay an amount calculated in
accordance with the method outlined in Schedule "E", such costs to be paid in
cash before the Other Owners of any of the Benefited Lands are allowed or
permitted by the Town to connect in any way to the Oversize installation in
question. In calculating the amount to be paid to the Town by the Other Owners,
the Town shall include applicable Sales Taxes and interest at the rate prescribed in
Article 10 the "Prescribed Rate";

e

it is recognized that the estimate of Oversized Cost Benefits set out in Schedule
"E" hereto may change and that, upon issuance of a Final Acceptance Certificate,
the Developer shall supply to the Engineer, for review, calculations of the
Oversize Cost Benefits to the Benefited Lands . Once ratified or amended by the
Engineer, all such calculations for the Oversized Cost Benefits shall be final and
binding between the parties to this Agreement;
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f

if and at such times as the Town receives from the Other Owners payments for the
Oversize installation and provided that the Developer is not in default under this
Agreement, the Town agrees to pay to the Developer, or its assignees, a pro-rata
share of the amount the Town receives from the Other Owners, within sixty 60
days of receipt by the Town. The pro-rata share shall be calculated in accordance
with the method outlined in Schedule "E".

Nothing in this Article 10 shall obligate the Town to pay to the Developer any amount
which the Town is prevented by law from recovering from the Other Owners.
10.2 a

For the purposes of this Article 10, the "Prescribed Rate" shall be an annual rate
equal to the Prime Rate plus one and one-half 1 1/2% per cent on January 1st of
the year for which interest is to be calculated. [ALTERNATE: the Prescribed
Rate can be made the lesser of the Prime Rate plus one 1% per cent or an annual
rate of interest tied into some construction price index.]

b

Interest at the Prescribed Rate shall be calculated on the amount for the Oversize
services unpaid to the Developer from the date that a Construction Completion
Certificate has been issued by the Town the "Interest Start Date" to and
including December 31st of the year preceding the year in which the last of the
unpaid amounts for Oversize services including interest thereon as herein
provided for are paid to the Developer the "Interest Termination Date". Such
interest shall be calculated annually on the 31st of December each year from and
after the Interest Start Date to and including the Interest Termination Date and
shall be compounded annually on such dates.

c

Interest calculated at the Prescribed Rate in the manner aforesaid shall be paid to
the Developer by the Town on all amounts paid to the Town by Other Owners
pursuant to this Article 10; provided that the Town shall only be responsible for
such interest payments if and to the extent that the Town has actually collected
such interest from the Other Owners. Nothing in this Article 0 shall obligate the
Town to pay to the Developer any amount which the Town is prevented by law
from recovering from the Other Owners.

d

The Oversized Cost Benefits shall be calculated for a maximum of twenty 20
years from the date of the Construction Completion Certificates. The Oversized
Cost Benefits shall be depreciated by the age of the Municipal Improvements; i.e.,
assuming the life of the Municipal Improvement in question is twenty 20 years
and it has been in the ground three 3 years, the Oversized Cost Benefits shall be
reduced by 3/20.

10.3 For greater certainty, the contribution for Oversized Cost Benefits shall be considered for
the purposes of this Agreement to be for fill in details only and
shall not include the benefits which may accrue to lands adjoining the Benefited Lands by
reason of the installation of built by the Developer
on the Said Lands.
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10.4 The Town agrees that in the event any Benefited Land is intended to be developed and it
is advised of any such development and any such land is within the corporate limits of the
Town, that it shall endeavour to notify the Developer in writing of the intended
development. The Developer agrees that, upon notice of such intended development
being received by the Developer, it shall notify the Town in writing of any claims it has
under the agreement for any Oversized Cost Benefits from Benefited Lands or the Other
Owners thereof with a calculation in detail setting out the amounts which the Developer
claims to be entitled to receive and until such time as notice to that effect has been
delivered to the Town, the Town shall not be required to request and obtain the amount of
such benefit from the Other Owners of any Benefited Lands, but, upon receipt of any such
notice, the Town shall take the steps contemplated by this Agreement to recover the
Oversized Cost Benefits which should be paid or borne by the Other Owners within the
meaning of this Agreement.
10.5 In the calculation of recovery for both Oversize and Boundary Improvements, the
Developer shall be entitled to a mark up of twenty 20% per cent on his actual
construction cost to cover engineering and overhead.
11. BOUNDARY IMPROVEMENTS
A.

Boundary Agreement Lands

11.1 The Developer shall install the Boundary Improvements for the mutual benefit of the
Adjoining Lands as well as the Said Lands. The Boundary Improvements and Adjoining
Lands are more particularly set out in Schedule "F" hereto.
11.2 The Developer represents and warrants to the Town that it has, under an agreement in
writing dated the day of , A.D. 20 , between themselves and
the owners of the Boundary Agreement Lands in which the owners of the Boundary
Agreement Lands have agreed to pay to the Developer compensation for the Developer
constructing the Boundary Improvements which benefit the Boundary Agreement Lands.
The Developer further acknowledges and agrees that the Town shall not make any effort
or be under any obligation to collect any monies from the owners of the Boundary
Agreement Lands with respect to the construction of the Boundary Improvements. The
Town is hereby expressly released by the Developer of any obligation, statutory or
otherwise, to collect any monies, on behalf of the Developer, from the owners of the
Boundary Agreement Lands, or their successors or assigns. Further, the Developer agrees
that it shall and does hereby indemnify and save harmless the Town, its servants, agents,
councillors and employees collectively the "Town's Representatives" of and from any
losses, costs, claims, damages, actions, causes of action, expenses, fees including legal
fees on a solicitor and client basis and demands made against the Town or the Town's
Representatives by the owners of the Boundary Agreement Lands or their successors or
assigns, in tort or contract or either of them, arising out of any failure, non-performance
or delay on the part of the Developer in installing the Boundary Improvements or arising
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out of the construction or installation of the Boundary Improvements on the Boundary
Agreement Lands.
11.3 The Developer will provide to the Town, within forty five 45 days of the date of this
Agreement, the following:

B.

a

a letter from the Developer under seal confirming that it has entered into an
agreement, in writing, between themselves and the owners of the Boundary
Agreement Lands, in accordance with the terms and conditions of Article 11.2;
and

b

the owners of the Adjoining Lands providing a utility easement to the Town upon
terms and conditions agreeable to the Town and in a form acceptable to the
Town's Solicitor permitting the Boundary Improvements to be on the Adjoining
Lands, and permitting their maintenance.

Boundary Development Lands

11.4 With respect to the Boundary Improvements benefiting the Boundary Development
Lands, the Town shall at such time as all or any part of the Boundary Development Lands
are developed or subdivided, as the case may be, enter into agreements with the
applicants for development permits or subdivision approval the "Boundary Developers",
requiring the Boundary Developers to pay an amount in respect of a portion of those
Boundary Improvements pertaining to the Boundary Development Lands. The portion
pertaining to the Boundary Development Lands is to be on a proportional basis as set out
in Schedule "F" attached hereto and as determined by the Engineer. If and at such time as
the Town receives from the Boundary Developers the aforesaid payments, and upon the
Developer's satisfactory fulfilment of the Boundary Improvements, the Town agrees to
pay to the Developer the amount paid by the Boundary Developer for the Boundary
Improvements for the applicable portion of the Boundary Development Land, or such
portion thereof as the Town actually collects. Nothing in this Article shall oblige the
Town to pay to the Developer any amount which the Town is prevented by law from
recovering from the Boundary Developers.
12. LEVIES
12.1 The offsite levy rate is applied to the total area, excluding Environmental Reserve,
contained within the Said Lands as set by By-Law 840 and amendments thereto.
12.2 Offsite levies are to be paid at time of development, as contemplated and defined under
the Town's Land Use Bylaw, of each subdivided Lot.
12.3 The total offsite levies for the Said Lands shall be applied to each Lot in proportion of the
area for each Lot to the total Lot Area, as shown on Schedule "G".
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12.4 The Developer confirms that the payment described in Article 12 shall be paid voluntarily
and not subject to protest.
13. OTHER CHARGES TO BE BORNE BY THE DEVELOPER
13.1

"Other" costs to be paid by the Developer shall include:
Engineering Costs
a

All charges or accounts rendered to the Town by the Engineer.

Legal Costs
b

All legal charges or accounts rendered to the Town by the Town's Solicitors in
connection with the proposed development of the Said Lands, and incurred by the
Town's Solicitor in negotiation for, in preparation of and in execution of and
during the performance and any enforcement of this Agreement.

Cost of Additional Work
c

Cost of additional work performed or of work repaired or redone by reason of
orders and direction by the Engineer.

Cost of Insurance and Security
d

Cost of providing the Security and insurance required to be provided by the
Developer.

Cost of Preparing Easement Documents
e

Cost of preparation of an any easement or utility right-of-way documents to be
provided by the Developer, including cost of registration of same.

13.2 Those costs as identified in Article 13.1 hereof shall be payable within thirty 30 days
after receipt of invoice by the Developer.
14. INTEREST ON MONEYS DUE AND PAYABLE TO THE TOWN
14.1 Unless otherwise specified herein, the Developer shall pay interest to the Town upon all
amounts required to be paid to the Town commencing thirty 30 days after receipt of
invoice by the Developer to the date of payment thereof. Interest shall be calculated at
EIGHTEEN 18% per cent per annum.
14.2 Other costs and interest payable to the Town shall be deducted from the Security prior to
release of all Security.
15. LANDSCAPING FACILITIES
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Insert relevant clauses here.

16.

MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICING PUBLIC PROPERTIES

16.1 The Developer shall bear the full cost of Municipal Improvements benefiting Public
Lands within the Said Lands and shall install and construct any necessary Municipal
Improvements to service such Public Lands.
16.2 With respect to any other site excluding Public Lands for which the Town is to acquire
title within the Said Lands, the Town shall pay the Developer an appropriate pro rata
share to be agreed with the Engineer of the cost of Municipal Improvements which
benefit such other sites.

17.

DEFAULT BY THE DEVELOPER

17.1 In the event that the Town claims that the Developer is in default in the observance and/or
performance of any term, covenant or condition of this Agreement other than the terms,
covenants and conditions of Article 6 hereof, the Town shall give the Developer thirty
30 days written notice of such claimed default and thereby require the Developer to
rectify the same within the said thirty 30 day period.
17.2 If the Developer denies that it is in default as claimed in such notice, the Developer shall
immediately request a reference to arbitration pursuant to the provisions of Article 17
hereof. If the sole arbitrator or the Arbitration Committee collectively in this Article 17
the "Arbitrators", as the case may be, confirm the claimed default, the Developer shall,
notwithstanding the provisions of Article 17.1 hereof, have a period of thirty 30 days
from the receipt of the ruling of the Arbitrators within which to rectify such default. If
the said default is not rectified, the Town may complete and rectify such default in the
work and shall be entitled to invoke the provisions of Article 8 hereof and make demands
or draw on any Security provided by the Developer pursuant to the requirements of this
Agreement.
17.3 a

In the event that the Town claims that the Developer is in default in the
observance and performance of the terms, covenants and conditions of Article 6 of
this Agreement, the Town shall give the Developer notice in writing of such
claimed default, and shall by such notice either require the Developer to rectify
such default within five 5 days of the receipt of such notice or notify the
Developer that the Town intends to rectify such default at the Developer's cost and
expense.

b

If the Developer denies that it is in default as claimed in such notice, the
Developer shall immediately request a reference to arbitration pursuant to the
provisions of Article 17 hereof.
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c

If the Arbitrators confirm that the Developer is in default as claimed by the Town,
and if the Town by its notice of claimed default has required the Developer to
rectify same, the Developer shall have a period of five 5 days from receipt of the
decision of the Arbitrators within which to rectify the default.

d

If the Arbitrators confirm that the Developer is in default as claimed by the Town,
and if the Town by its notice of claimed default has elected to rectify the default at
the Developer's cost and expense, the Town shall proceed to rectify the default at
the Developer's cost and expense.

e

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, in the event that the
Engineer in his absolute discretion considers it necessary to undertake any
immediate work for the repair of any of the said paved or unpaved public roads,
water and sewer lines and storm drainage system, in a situation which the
Engineer considers to be an emergency, the Engineer shall be entitled to cause
such work to be done at the Developer's cost and expense without notification to
the Developer. PROVIDED that upon completion of the said emergency repair
work, the Town shall give notice in writing to the Developer if the Town claims
that such repair work was made necessary by reason of a default on the part of the
Developer in the observance and performance of the terms, covenants and
conditions of this Agreement, and if the Developer denies the claimed default, it
shall immediately request a reference to arbitration pursuant to the provisions of
this Agreement.

17.4 The decision of the Arbitrators in any reference respecting a claimed default on the part of
the Developer shall be final and binding upon the Town and the Developer and shall not
be the subject of any action or proceeding in any court.
17.5 In the event that:
a

a confirmed default by the Developer has not been rectified by the Developer in
accordance with the foregoing provisions;

b

a confirmed default by the Developer has been rectified by the Town in
accordance with the foregoing provisions and the Developer fails to pay the cost
and expenses of such rectification within the five 5 days after receipt from the
Town of an account therefore;

c

emergency repair work has been done to the paved or unpaved public roads, water
and/or sewer lines and/or storm drainage system by the Town in accordance with
the foregoing provisions and a default on the part of the Developer has been
confirmed as rendering such repair work necessary and if the Developer fails to
pay the cost and expense of such repair work within five 5 days after receipt
from the Town of an account thereof; or
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d

the Town has reason to believe that it shall not be able to realize on the Security
provided by the Developer pursuant to this Agreement;

The Town may invoke the provisions of Article 8 hereof, including, without restricting
the generality of the foregoing, making demands and drawing on any Security provided
by the Developer pursuant to the requirements of this Agreement.
18. ARBITRATION
18.1 Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, if any dispute or difference between the
parties shall arise under this Agreement, either party may give to the other notice of such
dispute or difference to be referred to arbitration; provided that this Article shall not
authorize any reference to arbitration as to any matter or question under which this
Agreement is expressly or by implication required or permitted to be decided by the
Town Manager or the Town Council, including, without limitation, the grounds upon
which, or the mode in which, any opinion may have been formed or discretion exercised
by the Town Manager or the Town Council.
18.2 A party desiring to refer the dispute for arbitration the "Disputing Party" shall notify the
other party the "Other Party", in writing, of the details of the nature and extent of the
dispute.
a

Within fifteen 15 days of receipt of such notice, the Other Party shall, by written
notice, advise the Disputing Party of all matters referred to in the initial notice,
except those for which the Other Party admits responsibility and proposes to take
remedial action. The Other Party shall then take remedial action.

b

The terms of reference for arbitration shall be those areas of dispute referred to in
the initial notice which remain in dispute. The terms of reference for arbitration
shall be deemed to have been determined on the day that the Disputing Party
receives notice from the Other Party as to the areas of dispute in the initial notice
which remain in dispute.

c

Immediately following the identification of the terms of reference, the parties shall
meet and attempt to appoint a single arbitrator. If the parties are unable to appoint
a single arbitrator within fifteen 15 days of the date that the terms of reference
are determined, then upon written demand of either party, within ten 10 days of
such date, each party to the arbitration shall appoint one 1 arbitrator in writing
and the two 2 arbitrators shall, within five 5 days of their appointment appoint
a third member to be known as the Chairman of the Arbitration Committee.

d

If either party fails to appoint a arbitrator, then the opposite party may apply to a
Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench to have such arbitrator appointed.
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e

If the two 2 arbitrators fail to appoint a Chairman, then both parties, or either of
them, may apply to a Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench to have the Chairman
appointed.
Within fifteen 15 days of the appointment of a sole arbitrator or appointment of
the Arbitration Committee, as the case may be, or such further time period as may
agreed upon by the parties, the sole arbitrator or the Arbitration Committee, as the
case may be, shall resolve all matters and disputes in accordance with the terms of
reference.

g

The sole arbitrator, or the Arbitration Committee, as the case may be, shall have
the power to obtain the assistance, advice or opinions of such engineers,
surveyors, appraisers or other experts as they may think fit, and shall have the
discretion to act upon any assistance, advice or opinion so obtained.

h

The decision of the majority of the Arbitration Committee shall be the decision of
the Arbitration Committee. Any decision of the sole arbitrator or Arbitration
Committee shall be provided in writing.

i

The decision of the sole arbitrator, or the Arbitration Committee, as the case may
be, shall be final and binding upon the parties hereto.
Notwithstanding any provisions contained in the Arbitration Act, Chapter A-43.1,
S.A. 1991, as amended, the costs of the arbitration shall be determined by the sole
arbitrator, or the Arbitration Committee, as the case may be, and be borne by the
party against which the award is made, or as otherwise determined by the sole
arbitrator, or the Arbitration Committee, as the case may be.

18.3 Notwithstanding that a matter has become the subject of arbitration, the parties shall,
where reasonably possible, proceed with all other matters and things under this
Agreement as if such matter had been settled and the dispute determined to the intent that
no arbitration procedure shall delay the expeditious operation of the terms of this
Agreement.
18.4 The time taken for any arbitration that further delays a party in the performance of any act
or thing shall be added to the time of performance thereof unless the sole arbitrator, or the
Arbitration Committee, as the case may be, find that the delay in performance was not
beyond the reasonable control of the party required to perform.

19. COMPLIANCE WITH LAW
19.1 The Developer shall at all times comply with all valid Federal and Provincial legislation
and regulations and Town By-Laws, resolutions, regulations and standards.
19.2 The Developer shall comply with all environmental legislation and regulations in
connection with the developments on the Said Lands.
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19.3 This Agreement is not a Development Permit or other Permit granted by the Town.
19.4 Where anything provided for herein cannot lawfully be done without the approval or
permission of any authority, body, official, person or board not within the jurisdiction and
control of the Town, the obligation to do it does not come into force until such approval
or permission is obtained PROVIDED the parties shall without delay, do all things
necessary by way of application or otherwise in an effort to obtain such approval or
permission.

20. STOP WORK ORDER
20.1 The Engineer may
a

exercise such supervision of the Developer, its engineers, contractors, servants,
agents or employees, and of the performance of the work as the Engineer may
deem necessary and advisable to ensure full and proper compliance of the
Developer's undertakings to the Town, and to ensure the proper performance of
the construction, completion and maintenance of the Municipal Improvements;

b

reject any unsatisfactory design, material or work;

c

order that any unsatisfactory work be re-executed at the Developer's cost;

d

order the re-execution of any unsatisfactory design and the replacement of any
unsatisfactory material, at the Developer's cost, as the Engineer may deem
necessary to ensure the proper performance of the work;

e

order that the performance of the work or part thereof be stopped until his said
orders can be obeyed; and
order the testing of any materials be incorporated in the work, and the Developer
shall comply with the said orders and requirements of the Engineer unless the
Developer shall take issue with any such order or requirement, in which case the
Developer shall request in writing that such issue be arbitrated in accordance with
the provisions of Article 17 herein.

21. LAW OF ALBERTA APPLICABLE
21.1 The validity and interpretation of this Agreement, and of each Article and part thereof,
shall be governed by the laws of the Province of Alberta.

22. FURTHER ASSURANCES
22.1 Both parties shall exercise and deliver such further documents and assurances and do all
things necessary to give effect to the true intent of this Agreement.
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23. WAIVER
23.1 A waiver by either party hereof of the strict performance by the other of any covenant or
provision of this Agreement shall not of itself constitute a waiver of any subsequent
breach of such covenant or provision or of any other covenant, provision or term of this
Agreement.
24. NOTICES
24.1 Any notice to be given pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall be sufficiently
given:
a

in the case of notice to the Town, if such notice is sent by prepaid registered mall,
or personally delivered, in an envelope addressed to:
Attention:
Director of Engineering
Town of Hinton
2nd Floor, 131 Civic Centre Road
Hinton, Alberta T7V 2E5

b

in the case of notice to the Developer, if such notice is sent by prepaid registered
mail, or personally delivered, in an envelope addressed to:
Insert name & address

24.2 Notice given as aforesaid, if posted in Alberta, other than during a postal disruption, shall
be deemed to have been given on the fifth 5th business day following the date on which
such notice is mailed. Notice during a postal disruption shall be personally delivered.
Any notice personally delivered shall be deemed to have been given on the date of actual
delivery.
24.3 Either party may, at any time, give notice in writing to the other of any change in address
of the party giving such notice and, from and after the giving of such notice, the address
therein specified shall be deemed to be the address of the said party for the giving of
notice hereunder.
24.4 The word "notice" in this Article 23 shall be deemed to include any requests, applications,
information, statements or other writing required or permitted to be given by either party
to the other.
25. ASSIGNMENT
25.1 This Agreement shall not be assignable by the Developer without the written approval of
the Town which shall not be unreasonably withheld, provided however, and without
restricting the generality of the foregoing, the Developer shall only assign his entire
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interest within the Development Agreement and such assignment shall be subject to the
Town making arrangements with the Assignee satisfactory to the Town, in which the
Town shall be sole judge to secure payment of the assignee of the expense to be borne by
the Developer under this Agreement.
25.2 The Town shall assist the Developer in providing information to mortgage companies
regarding the installation of Municipal Improvements.

26. SPECIAL CLAUSES
26.1 It is understood and agreed between the parties hereto that the Town may register and
maintain a Caveat on all the Said Lands. Notwithstanding the filing of the Caveat, the
parties hereto acknowledge that this Agreement shall not be construed or interpreted in
any way whatsoever as being a Development Permit nor permitting development within
the Said Lands.
26.2 Clauses special to the development of the Said Lands shall be entered here.

27.

MUNICIPAL & SCHOOL RESERVE LAND

27.1 The developer of the school site shall grade and fence the school site and install the
required playground equipment.
27.2

Insert required clauses.

28.

SURVEY CONTROL MONUMENTATION

28.1 The Developer agrees to preserve and perpetuate the survey control network in
accordance with specifications and instructions of the Director of Surveys and to preserve
and maintain the survey control network during the course of this development and
during the two year warranty prescribed on this Agreement by:
a

reporting in writing to the Director of Surveys and the Town of Hinton any
disturbed or destroyed Survey Control Markers as soon as known; and

b

installing new survey control markers to replace any which are disturbed or
destroyed which are determined by the Director of Surveys to be essential to the
network; and

c

engaging an Alberta Land Surveyor to take survey measurements as may be
necessary for the Director of Surveys to determine the coordinates of the survey
control markers installed as required in Article 27.1b; and

28.2 increasing the density of survey control markers in areas of new development to between
300 meters and 500 meters by installing additional markers and engaging an Alberta Land
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Surveyor to take survey measurements as required by the Director of Surveys to determine the
coordinate positions thereof; and
28.3 the Developer ensuring the Town is provided with records of all the monuments showing
location and relevant technical data.

29.

MISCELLANEOUS

29.1 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties to the Agreement
with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes all prior negotiations,
proposals and agreements, whether oral or written, with respect to the subject matter of
this Agreement.
29.2 In the event that this Agreement is executed by more than one party as a Developer
hereunder, all covenants, conditions, obligations and agreements herein contained shall be
construed as taken as against all executing parties, as joint and several.
29.3 This Agreement shall not nullify, replace, circumvent, extend or modify any existing
statutes, bylaws or permit conditions which govern development or construction within
the Town.
29.4 In the event that one or more Articles of this Agreement are declared invalid or
unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the parties agree that such Article or
Articles shall be severable from the remainder of this Agreement, and that the other
provisions herein shall continue in full force and effect. The Developer shall obtain the
same covenants as are contained herein, including this covenant, from any person to
whom it may, in any way, convey the fee simple estate of the Said Lands, or any part
thereof, prior to registration of the Subdivision Plan for the Said Lands, so that the said
covenants shall be enforceable by the Town.
29.5 This Agreement shall not be modified or amended except by an instrument in writing
signed by the parties hereto.
29.6 The Developer shall ensure that the provisions of the Occupational Health and Safety
Act, R.S.A. 2000, Chapter 0-2, as amended, and any regulations thereunder are complied
with and shall at all times ensure that all contractors and subcontractors at the work site
comply with the requirements of the said act and regulations. In addition to any insurance
that the Developer is required to obtain pursuant to this Agreement, the Developer shall
ensure that it has complied with all requirements under the Workers' Compensation Act of
Alberta.
29.7 It is expressly agreed that the preamble on all Schedules attached hereto are deemed to
form an integral part of this Agreement.

30.

SALES TAXES
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30.1 Notwithstanding any other provision contained in this Agreement, the Developer agrees
that all Sales Taxes which may be charged, levied or assessed by any provincial or
Federal government as a result of or arising out of this Agreement, or anything done
under or pursuant to this Agreement, whether levied against the Town or some third
party, shall be the responsibility of the Developer and the Developer does hereby
indemnify and save the Town harmless from and against such Sales Taxes. Further, the
Developer shall, on written demand by the Town, pay to the Town the net cost to the
Town of any and all such Sales Taxes as may be charged to, levied upon or paid by the
Town.
30.2 In addition to the amounts payable to pursuant to Article 29.1, the Developer agrees that
if the Town is charged, levied or assessed Sales Taxes with respect to the Town's
acceptance of the previously installed off-site and oversize services from which the Said
Lands shall benefit, the Developer shall, on written demand by the Town, pay to the
Town the Developer's pro-rata share of the net cost to the Town of any and all such Sales
Taxes. The Developer's pro-rata share shall be calculated by the Town in the same
manner as was used by the Town to calculate the amounts payable to the Town pursuant
to Article 2.2. The calculation by the Town of the pro-rata share payable by the
Developer shall be final and binding upon the Developer.
30.3 Failing the payment to the Town by the Developer of the amounts described above in
Articles 29.1 and 29.2 such amounts, in addition to any other remedies available pursuant
to this Agreement or at law, shall be deemed to be monies owing and collectable in a like
manner as any other debt owing by the Developer to the Town.
THIS AGREEMENT shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto,
their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have hereunto affixed their Corporate Seals
by the hands of their proper officers in that behalf, on the day and in the year first above written.

TOWN OF HINTON
Per:
MAYOR

Per:
DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE SERVICES
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Put name of Owner here

Per:
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SCHEDULE A
Said Lands
Insert Map
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SCHEDULE B
Subdivision Plan

Insert Map
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SCHEDULE C
Acceptance Points
*
m
#

Water Inlet
Storm Sewer Acceptance
Sanitary Sewer Acceptance

Insert Map
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SCHEDULE D
Design Standards

The Minimum Design Standards are attached. Following are agreed upon changes to the
Minimum Design Standards:

Insert changes to the Minimum Design Standards.
Attached our Minimum Design Standards.
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SCHEDULE E
Oversizing Construction Requirements and Benefited Lands

List requirements and show map of benefited lands.
Insert Formula.
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SCHEDULE F
Boundary Improvements and Adjoining Lands
1

Boundary Improvements

2

Adjoining Lands

a

Boundary Agreement Lands

b

Boundary Development Lands
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SCHEDULE G
Offsite Levies

Insert Schedule of Offsite Levies.
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SCHEDULE H
Developer Lands

Insert Map
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Insert Date

Town of Hinton
2' Floor; 131 Civic Centre Road
Hinton, Alberta
T7V 2E5
ATTENTION:

Lorraine Walker, Planner
Planning and Development Department

Dear Sir:
SUBJECT: Town of Hinton Legal Costs
Town of Hinton Development Agreement
Insert Legal Description and name of Developer
Please be advised that, as the Developer of the above captioned property, I wish to enter into a
Development Agreement with the Town of Hinton and I shall reimburse the Town of Hinton for
any legal costs incurred in the negotiation of a Development Agreement. It is understood that the
amounts due and payable shall be invoiced as per current Town policy as it pertains to the
collection of outstanding accounts, and/or as indicated in the Development Agreement.
Respectfully submitted,

Insert the Developer name
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TOWN OF HINTON
REQUEST FOR DECISION

HINTON '
Ravi&

DATE:

June 10, 2014

TO:

REGULAR MEETING OF COUNCIL OF JUNE 17, 2014

FROM:

Lorraine Walker, Planner

REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY:

RE:

Bernie Kreiner, Town Manager and
Acting Director of Planning & Technical Services

Development Agreements — Delegation of Signing Authority

Recommendation:

That Town Council delegate signing authority to the Town Manager for all Development Agreements
that either:
meet the Town's Minimum Engineering Design Standards,
where discretion has been granted to the satisfactory of the Developer and Town Engineer, or
where Council has previously approved a change to standards.
Concluding Statement

Most development agreements are a routine step of creating new lots in a community, and Town
Administration is striving to expedite the process and time involved for land developers. The
Development Agreement provides the legal framework for the construction and installation of
municipal improvements that are required to service and develop the subdivision projects. A
proposed development must be in support of the themes and strategies of the Community
Sustainability Plan, Council's Strategic Plan, principles of the Municipal Development Plan, Land Use
Bylaw and the Minimum Engineering Design Standards.
Conformance of recommendation to existing laws and Hinton Council plans

Conforms with:
Municipal and Provincial
Laws

Yes/No/
Partial
Yes

Comments
MGA - Town has jurisdiction under the Municipal
Government Act to enter into an agreement for the
construction of municipal improvements as a condition of
subdivision approval.
LUB — A proposed development must meet the provisions of
the Land Use Bylaw with regard to use, location and
density.
MDP — A proposed development must meet the principles,
goals and objectives of the Municipal Development Plan.
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Page 2 of 3
Community Sustainability
Plan

Yes

The proposed development must be in support of the
themes and strategies of the CSP.

Council's Strategic Plan

Yes

Long Term Capital Plan or
Adopted budget

Yes

A proposed development must be in support of the roles
and focus areas of the 2014 — 2017 Strategic Plan. This will
streamline the process for Developers by saving time and
potential financial impacts.
New development means Increase to municipal tax base
and will have no financial impacts to the Town, as
development costs are the responsibility of the Developer.

Background / Introduction

The purpose of this report is to obtain Council approval to delegate signing authority of standard
Development Agreements to the Town Manager who can further delegate for the construction and
installation of municipal improvements that are required to service and develop a subdivision project.
As a condition of subdivision approval, a Development Agreement is required with the land developer
for the servicing and municipal improvements of the subdivision area such as, but not limited to
landscape parks, boulevard grass/plantings, installation of services, construction of sidewalks and
roadways to service the development and must be in accordance the Town of Hinton's Minimum
Engineering Design Standards.
Development Agreements follow a common template see attached example. They contain a lot of
typical obligations and requirements, including procedure that the Developer and municipality follow in
respect of giving notice and access to the municipality for inspection and concerning the issuance of
certificates of completion. The agreement also contains a completion and warranty period. The
agreement calls for the municipality to issue the final acceptance certificate upon the expiration of the
warranty period and correction of any deficiencies whereupon the municipality assumes ownership of
the municipal infrastructure services.
Options

1. Town Council support Administration's recommendation.
2. Town Council not support Administration's recommendation.
3. Town Council refer the item to a future Regular Meeting of Council with direction to
Administration to address specified concerns or changes requested.

Administration Assessment of Options and Conclusion

In consideration of the Planning and Development's initiatives for improved customer service —
Planning Matters — Together theme, this portion of the development agreement process has been
identified as an action that can be streamlined since the process is procedural.
Given that Council only has one meeting per month in the summer and with a short construction
season, by having staff time to prepare a report and take every standard Development Agreement
before Council can delay the Developer up to three weeks, which in turn typically means financial
impacts. Should the Developer wish to request deviations to municipal standards that have not
already been granted discretion to the Developer's satisfaction by the Town Engineer or Town
Manager, then this request to vary municipal standards can be requested in advance of Development
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Agreement being finalized or be reflected in the Development Agreement that must go before Council
for review and approval.
Option Outcomes:

1.
2.
3.

Should Town Council support Administration's recommendation, this would expedite the
process for the Developer.
Should Council not support Administration's recommendation, this could delay the
Developer in their short construction season.
Should Town Council refer the item to a future meeting this could cause delays to the
Developer which typically equal costs.

Town Manager Comments

I support this as one of many initiatives to reduce time to process development matters where steps
not adding material value are streamlined/eliminated.

Advisory Committee Comments/Public Feedback

N/A, although there may be comments received from the land developers at a developer dialogue
session occurring on June 16th •
Attachments

"Draft" standard Development Agreement template.
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TOWN OF HINTON
REQUEST FOR DECISION

DATE:

June 12, 2014

TO:

REGULAR MEETING OF COUNCIL OF June 17, 2014

FROM:

Garry Schaffel and Tara Muldoon, Information Technology Coordinators

REVIEWED BY:

Denise Parent, Director of Corporate Services

APPROVED BY:

Bernie Kreiner, Town Manager

RE:

1) Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device Usage Policy #097
2) Electronic Network Policy #001

Recommendation:
1) That Town Council approves the Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device Usage Policy #097
In the event the above is approved:
2) That Town Council approves the revised Electronic Network Policy #001.

Concluding Statement
In order to keep up with the various options available with mobile technology, the Town wishes to
implement a Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device (BYOB) policy that will maintain security control
standards for all mobile devices. With a Director’s approval, users may be able to use their own
mobile devices for work purposes and receive compensation. In the advent that policy 097 is
approved then it is recommended to update the Electronic Network Policy #001 to reflect the same
language under privacy expectations.
Conformance of recommendation to existing laws and Hinton Council plans
Conforms with:

Yes/No/
Partial
Yes

Municipal and Provincial
Laws
Yes
Community Sustainability
Plan
Yes
Council’s Strategic Plan
Long Term Capital Plan or No
Adopted budget
Other plans or policies

Comments
FOIP, MGA
Ensuring programs & services support the needs of the
community.
Economic Strength, Infrastructure-Preservation & Growth
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Background / Introduction
This item is before Council to approve the Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device Policy. The
standing committee meeting of June 10th directed administration to review section 4 .1 under the
header Privacy Expectations as there was concern around the protection of individual’s private /
personal information.
Municipalities have an obligation to protect the personal information it receives in the course of
operations, even when that information is located on the mobile devices of its employees.
Two changes are proposed to the draft Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device Usage Policy that
should address the concern around personal privacy as well as the obligation of the municipality to
protect its infrastructure.
4) PRIVACY EXPECTATIONS
4.1)

Town Issued Devices
a) Town employees have a right to a reasonable expectation of privacy while using Town
provided devices. Employees, who wish that their private activities remain private, should
avoid using the Town provided device for personal use. The Town can undertake
monitoring beyond its ordinary network performance monitoring activities even with
respect to information in which the authorized users have a reasonable expectation of
privacy, as long as the monitoring is reasonable. That is, it must be (a) authorized by law;
(b) the lawful authority must be reasonable; and (c) the search must be carried out in a
reasonable manner.

4.2)

Personally Owned Devices
b) The Town will respect the privacy of your personal device and will only request access to
the device by IT to implement security controls, or to respond to legitimate discovery
requests arising out of administrative, civil, or criminal proceedings (applicable only if user
downloads town email/attachments/documents to their personal device).

In the event that policy #097 is approved, it is recommended that the Electronic Network Policy #001
be revised to reflect similar language under section 4 – Privacy and Monitoring.
Options
1) Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device Usage Policy #097
a. Council approve the policy
b. Council refers the policy to administration for further review
c. Council does not approve the policy
2) Electronic Network Policy #001
a. Council approve the policy as attached to reflect similar language under the section 5 Privacy and Monitoring
b. Council leaves the policy as is
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Administration Assessment of Options and Conclusion
Administration’s conclusion is to approve the Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device Usage Policy to
facilitate access to the Town’s network and to reduce the number of mobile devices. Both policies
should have similar language under the section Expectation of Privacy (#097) and Privacy and
Monitoring (#001).

Town Manager Comments
Addressing privacy protection expectations while ensuring corporate and personal accountability is a
delicate balancing of interests. The balance struck should be reflected in both policys.
Overall, I support the mobile device/BYOD policy as another step to continue to use technology in the
domain of mobile devices and considering the interests of our customers and the security
requirements of the municipal corporation.
Attachments
1. Mobile Device / Bring Your Own Device Policy #097
2. Electronic Network Policy #001 with track changes.
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TOWN OF HINTON

POLICY TITLE:

Mobile Device/Bring Your Own Device Usage Policy

POLICY #:

097

EFFECTIVE DATE:
ADOPTED BY
COUNCIL ON:

POLICY STATEMENT
Mobile devices are used to conduct Town business and enhance the effectiveness of
communications with residents, colleagues, government and business. The Town network is a
finite resource, which must be used responsibly to maintain its integrity and effectiveness and
security.
1) PURPOSE
a) The purpose of this policy is to set the standards for the issuance, administration,
use, and security of mobile information technology (IT) devices (Town or personally
owned) that are used to conduct Town business, access or store Town information.
These standards are established to protect the Town information on mobile IT
devices, which consist of any non-stationary electronic apparatus with capabilities of
recording, storing, and/or transmitting data, voice, video, or photo images and
include laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs), cellular phones, digital tablets,
and any related storage media or peripheral devices.
b) Many employees carry personal devices in addition to the Town-issued devices. With
the advances in technology, efficiencies can be gained through the combination of
these devices.
c) This policy is linked to the Town’s Electronic Network Policy and must be followed by
all Town employees, councilors, contract personnel, volunteers and trainees;
2) DEFINITIONS/STANDARDS
a)

“Mobile Devices” include but are not limited to personal and Town issued notebook
computers, Windows and MAC laptops, tablets, cell phones, smart phones (e.g.
BlackBerry, iPhone, Android, Windows), air cards, push to talk radios and modems.
Device model and operating system version are approved at IT discretion.
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b) “Users” include but are not limited to Town employees, council members, vendors,
contractors, consultants and any other individuals with authorized access to and use
of the Town’s corporate networks, data and systems.
c) “Town Issued Devices” are smartphones, tablets and laptops purchased and
provided by the Town of Hinton IT Department.
d) “BYOD” means Bring Your Own Device.
2.1)

Scope
a) This policy governs the use of, and payment for, mobile devices required for
business purposes. This policy applies when a director determines that an employee
holds a position that requires the employee to be available to respond to businessrelated communication via phone, email, text, etc.

2.2)

Exceptions
a) This policy does not apply to members of the Hinton RCMP.

2.3)

Mobile Device Limitation
a) The organization allows up to two (2) personal devices for Town computing
resources access for each participating user based on business need as approved
by the director.

2.4)

Personal Mobile Device
a) Employees may wish to use their own personal mobile device for work purposes as
an alternative to being issued a Town device. Directors may provide the employee a
monthly allowance of up to $35 as an offset for the business use of their personally
owned mobile device. In the case of a monthly mobile allowance, the employee must
sign the Mobile Device Agreement to be retained by IT as well as a signed copy of
the Electronic Network Policy.

3) RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1)

Directors
a) Make employees aware of this policy;
b) Determine if a position requires that the employee be regularly available to respond
to business-related communication via phone, email, text, etc. in order for an
employee to receive a TOH issued device, or a monthly mobile allowance for
business use of a personal mobile device; and
c) Take appropriate action with respect to any breach of this policy.
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3.2)

Users of Town owned devices and personally owned devices
a) Agree to a general code of conduct that recognizes the need to protect confidential
data that is stored on or accessed when using a mobile device.
b) Adhere to all applicable Town policies and laws to conduct Town business
c) Configure their mobile devices that are used to conduct Town business in such a
way as to protect Town information.
d) Responsible for contacting the IT Help Desk immediately in the event that their
Mobile Device is lost, stolen or if they have replaced their Mobile Device.

3.3)

Users of personally owned devices
a) Responsible for, backing up all data, settings, media, applications, and installation of
software updates/patches.
b) Responsible for all Mobile Device support requirements, including maintaining any
necessary warranty information, battery replacement due to failure or loss of ability to
hold a charge, and the cost of repairs or replacement.
c) Responsible for maintaining and paying the monthly/annual fee to the telephone
mobile carrier. All mobile telephone charges that he or she incurs are his or her
responsibility, regardless whether such charges are work related or for personal use.
This includes, but is not limited to, charges resulting from texts, data plan
surcharges, calls, navigation, or application uses or from early termination fees.
d) Submit an expense claim with the supporting documentation in order to be
reimbursed for the use of their personal device.

3.4)

Information Technology (IT)
a) Responsible for configuring and supporting the user’s Mobile Device to access the
Town’s computing resources.
b) Will not offer support to personal devices other than initial setup of the device on
Town systems and basic connection issues with the Town network.
c) Consult with the respective director or Town Manager any concerns they may have
in regards to a User’s misuse of Town devices before taking action to remove a user
from the network or “remote wipe” the Town data on a Mobile Device.
d) Responsible for mobile device system removal and performing a “remote wipe” of
Town data from a user’s lost or stolen Mobile Device. In some situations, IT may
perform a full device wipe after providing sufficient notice to the User to allow for
personal data backup.
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e) Responsible for mobile device system removal and performing a “remote wipe” of
Town data from a user’s Mobile Device upon termination of employment with the
Town.
4) PRIVACY EXPECTATIONS
4.1)

Town Issued Devices
a) Town employees have a right to a reasonable expectation of privacy while using
Town provided devices. Employees, who wish that their private activities remain
private, should avoid using the Town provided device for personal use. The Town
can undertake monitoring beyond its ordinary network performance monitoring
activities even with respect to information in which the authorized individuals have a
reasonable expectation of privacy, as long as the monitoring is reasonable. That is, it
must be (a) authorized by law; (b) the lawful authority must be reasonable; and (c)
the search must be carried out in a reasonable manner.

4.2)

Personally Owned Devices
a) The Town will respect the privacy of your personal device and will only request
access to the device by technicians to implement security controls, or to respond to
legitimate discovery requests arising out of administrative, civil, or criminal
proceedings (applicable only if user downloads town email/attachments/documents
to their personal device).
b) The user must register their mobile device with IT.
c) The Town will install Mobile Device Management software and, as such, will have
access to configuration information on the device including location, installed
applications, data quantity and other device related information.

5) DATA SECURITY
5.1)

Town Issued Devices
a) Town owned mobile devices are centrally managed by IT. The user is responsible
for:
i)

Exercising reasonable care to prevent abuse or theft;

ii) Contacting the IT Help Desk immediately in the event that their mobile device is
lost, stolen or compromised;
iii) Adhering to the acceptable device and network use policy;
iv) Keeping passwords confidential.
b) The user will not backup, download or transfer sensitive business data/documents to
any third party service.
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5.2)

Personally owned Devices
a) Device Reset and Data Deletion
i)

The user understands and accepts that Town data on the device will be removed
remotely under the following circumstances:
aa)

Device is lost, stolen or believed to be compromised;

ab)

Device is found to be non-compliant with this policy;

ac)

Device inspection is not granted in accordance with this policy;

ad)

Device belongs to a user that no longer has a working relationship with the
Town;

ae)

15 incorrect password attempts; or

af)

The user decides to un-enroll from the program or access is no longer
required.

b) Wi-Fi Access to Corporate Network
i)

Users connecting to the Town Wi-Fi network with a personally owned device will
be allowed access to corporate systems and resources available via the Internet
and are subject to the Electronic Use Policy using their personally owned device
while connected.

c) Rooted or jail broken phones will be removed from TOH network access.
d) The user will not backup, download or transfer sensitive business data/documents to
any third party service.
6) TOWN OF HINTON’S RIGHT TO MONITOR AND PROTECT
6.1)

The Town has the right to:
a) Monitor corporate messaging systems and data including corporate data residing on
the user’s mobile device;
b) Modify, including remote wipe or reset to factory default, the registered mobile device
configuration remotely;
c) Monitor corporate messaging, review, disclose or access incoming and outgoing
messages in the ordinary course of business at any time with or without notice.
d) If the user uses a personal mobile device for Town business and the Town
determines that the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of Town information is at
risk as a result of that use then IT in consultation with the respective director or Town
Manager may take the following steps.
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i)

Remotely wipe all data from any device connected to the Town infrastructure,
including personal information.

ii) Require the user to remove any Town-related business information from a
personally owned or managed data repository.
iii) Provide unrestricted access to the device to access corporate data repositories
and Town related content.
e) The Town may, without intention, access private information stored on the personal
device.

7) PROCEDURES
7.1)

Approval
a) Directors are responsible for determining which positions should be available to
respond to business-related communication via phone, email, text, etc in order for an
employee to receive a Town issued device, or an allowance for business use of a
personal mobile device.
b) In the case of a mobile allowance, the employee must sign the Mobile Device
Agreement to be retained by IT and sign a copy of the Electronic Network Usage
Policy.

7.2)

Enforcement
a) Any use of the Town’s technology resources that breaches this policy will be
considered misconduct and will be reviewed. This may result in follow-up action
including a range of administrative and disciplinary options in accordance with the
practices of the Town including but not limited to:
i)

Account suspension;

ii) Revocation of device access to the Town’s technology resources;
iii) Data removal from the device;
iv) Take administrative or disciplinary action even when a criminal charge or civil
lawsuit is not pursued.
7.3)

Terms of Device Replacement
a) Devices will be available for upgrade or replacement based on the plan renewal
dates (a three year term); lost, stolen, damaged devices will be replaced at director’s
approval.
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Bring Your Own Device User Acknowledgment and Agreement
It is the organizations right to restrict computing privileges, or take other administrative action
due to failure to comply with the above referenced Policy and Rules of Behavior. Violation of
these rules may be grounds for disciplinary action in accordance with the disciplinary practices
of the Town of Hinton.
I acknowledge, understand and will comply with the above referenced security policy and rules
of behavior, as applicable to my usage of Town services.
I understand that the Town is not responsible for any loss or theft of, damage to, or failure in the
device that may result from use of third-party software and/or use of the device in this program.
I understand that business use may result in increases to my personal monthly service plan
costs. The Town may contribute up to $35 towards my monthly costs however I am responsible
for maintaining and paying all fees to my mobile carrier.
Should I later decide to discontinue my participation in the BYOD or cease to remain an
employee or replace my Mobile Device, I will allow the Town IT staff to remove and disable any
Town provided software and services from my personal device. This may require a factory
reset/full wipe to be performed on my Mobile Device.

User Name: _________________________________________________________________

User Position: ________________________________________________________________

Approved Device(s): __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Employee Signature: ______________________________Date: _______________________

Director Signature ________________________________ Date: _______________________
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TOWN OF HINTON
ELECTRONIC NETWORK POLICY
Policy No. CORP.001

Created By:
Approved By:
Revised By:

Corporate Services
Town Council
Town Council

Approved On:
Revised On:

April 17, 2001
January 3, 2006

POLICY STATEMENT
The Town of Hinton is committed to providing residents with the highest level of service.
Up-to-date information systems and technology are important tools that allow Town
employees and Councillors (users) to provide this service. Computer systems and
electronic networks are used to conduct Town business and communicate with residents,
colleagues, government and business. The Town network is a finite resource, which must
be used responsibly to maintain its integrity and effectiveness.

1.

GOALS
Town of Hinton systems, data bases and networks are corporate resources provided
for Town business purposes only. Limited personal use is permitted on secondary
systems such as e-mail, Office Suite or Internet when it complies with the policies
outline herein, and when it has no negative impact on the performance of
employees or on storage systems. ALL information obtained, stored, or
disseminated using Town of Hinton computer systems is corporate information and
is subject to access under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

2.

DEFINITIONS
1. Electronic Networks, means all electronic linkages and computer equipment from
the server to distributed locations, whether they are interconnected or installed
as stand alone devices.
2. Criminal Activity, is that activity which is prohibited under the Criminal Code of
Canada including:
a.
Processing, downloading or distributing child pornography,
b.
Copyright infringement
c.
Spreading viruses with the intent to cause harm,
d.
Harassment,
e.
Communication of Hate Propaganda, or
f.
Distributing, publishing or possessing for the purpose of distribution or
publicly displaying any obscene material.
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3. Unacceptable Activities include activities that contravene conventional
community values or violate Town of Hinton Guiding Principles. Examples are:
a. Causing congestion or disruption of Networks and Systems by distribution of
“Junk Mail” such as chain letters,
b. Sending abusive, sexist, or racial messages to any individual or group,
c. Using the Town’s electronic networks for private business, personal gain or
profit, or political activity as a candidate or in support of a candidate.
d. Subscribing to or accessing non-work related mailing lists, news groups, chat
rooms, etc.,
e. Downloading, possessing, viewing, or distributing erotic or pornographic
images or material.

3.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
1.

General
The Town of Hinton believes very strongly in the Guiding Principles that have
been developed for all users of computer systems and electronic networks. This
policy is designed to enhance those Principles by providing Town users with a
clear understanding of the expectations of the organization, and through that
understanding the protection of all users.

2. Criminal Activity
Town users may not use Town of Hinton Electronic Networks for Criminal
Activity. All suspected criminal activities will be reported to law enforcement
agencies.
3. Unacceptable Activity
Town users may not use Town of Hinton Electronic Networks for Unacceptable
Activities. Users who may be in doubt as what does or does not constitute
Unacceptable Activities should consult their Department Manager.
4. Sanctions
Appropriate actions will be taken against Criminal or Unacceptable use of the
system. Appropriate action includes a range of administrative and disciplinary
options in accordance with the disciplinary practices of the Town of Hinton. The
Town of Hinton may exercise its right to take administrative or disciplinary action
even when a criminal charge or civil lawsuit is not pursued.
5. Privacy and Monitoring
a) Town users do not have a right, nor should they have an expectation, of privacy

while using Town provided devices at anytime, including accessing the Internet and
using e-mail and voice communications. Town employees have a right to a reasonable
expectation of privacy while using Town provided devices. Employees, who wish that their
private activities remain private, should avoid using the Town provided device for personal
use. The Town can undertake monitoring beyond its ordinary network performance
monitoring activities even with respect to information in which the authorized individuals
have a reasonable expectation of privacy, as long as the monitoring is reasonable. That is, it
must be (a) authorized by law; (b) the lawful authority must be reasonable; and (c) the
search must be carried out in a reasonable manner.
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The Town of Hinton has monitoring technology solutions in place to maintain the
integrity of the system and protect it from external intrusions such as viruses, and
to ensure the system is operating efficiently and in conformance with the law.
Monitoring practices may include analysis of logs and key word searches, which
if they reveal Criminal or Unacceptable use may result in additional investigation
and disciplinary action as deemed necessary.

4.

RESPONSIBILITIES
The Director of Corporate Services, as the Manager responsible for Information
Technology, is responsible for the currency, maintenance and amendment of this
policy.

5.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES TO USERS
1. All personal activity will be conducted on the individual’s own time and not during
the normal hours of operation of the Town of Hinton facilities.
2. The use of the Town of Hinton’s Electronic Network for the purpose of work for
another business, i.e. using a Town internet address to take orders for a home
business, is forbidden and the user will be subjected to disciplinary action.
3. Users of the Town of Hinton Electronic Network will communicate with the same
care they use in other written forms of communication: in particular, appropriate
language usage, spelling, grammar, and formality is expected.
4. Only Town Information Technology coordinators are permitted to operate or
service the Town of Hinton electronic network or equipment unless explicit
approval from IT or the Director of Corporate Services is provided.
5. No software or equipment are permitted to be installed on the Town of Hinton
electronic network or equipment by any users other than Information Technology
Coordinators unless permission is given from IT. This includes, but is not limited
to: screen savers, wireless access points, games, toolbars and non-Town of
Hinton computers and laptop computers.
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TOWN OF HINTON
REQUEST FOR DECISION

DATE:

June 6, 2014

TO:

REGULAR MEETING OF COUNCIL OF JUNE 17, 2014

FROM:

Rhonda West, Legislative & Administrative Services Coordinator

REVIEWED BY: Gordie Lee, Human Resources Manager
APPROVED BY: Gordie Lee, Human Resources Manager
RE:

Appointment of Interim Town Manager

Recommendation:
That Council appoint Mike Schwirtz as Interim Town Manager commencing July 23, 2014.

Concluding Statement
The role of the Town Manager is an important function within the Town structure and appointing an
interim Town Manager will ensure continuity of Town plans and services for the citizens of Hinton
during the recruitment process.
Conformance of recommendation to existing laws and Hinton Council plans
Conforms with:
Municipal and Provincial
Laws

Yes/No/
Partial
Yes

Community Sustainability
Plan

Yes

Council’s Strategic Plan

Yes

Long Term Capital Plan or N/A
Adopted budget

Comments
Section 205(2) of the Municipal Government Act establishes
that every Council must appoint one or more persons to
carry out the powers, duties and functions of the chief
administrative officer (Town Manager).
Ensuring continuity of municipal services and organizational
leadership provides good governance to the citizens of
Hinton and the Hinton Community
Appointing an interim Town Manager will ensure that
Council’s Strategic Plan moves forward
No effect

Background / Introduction
This item is before Council to appoint an interim Town Manager for the Town of Hinton.
Options
1.
Council appoint an internal person to act as interim Town Manager commencing July 23,
2014;
2.
Council appoint an external person to act as interim Town Manager commencing July 23,
2014;
3.
Council refer this matter to the Regular Meeting of Council on July 15, 2014.
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Administration Assessment of Options and Conclusion
Provincial legislation mandates Council to appoint one or more persons to the position of chief
administrative officer (Town Manager). This position will be vacant on July 23, 2014 due to the
retirement of current Town Manager, Bernie Kreiner. Accordingly, Council must appoint a person or
persons to the position commencing July 23, 2014.
Option 1: Each of the three (3) current Directors have acted as Acting Town Manager during
temporary absences.
Option 2: Appointing an external individual (ie. Consultant) as Acting Town Manager is a practice
some municipalities use.
Option 3: If Council is not ready to make an interim appointment at this time, the matter may be
referred to the Regular Meeting of Council on July 15, 2014.
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